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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is an investigation of the nature and 

.. "found,ation of freedom in Lei bniz' s self-avowedly deterministic 

,metaphysics. The carrying out of this investigation requires 

an over-all evaluation of Leibniz's Rationalism. This eval-
. , 

uation is.obtained by placing L~ibniz 'in, the perspective 

proyided by an examinatio~ of Rationalism's prior development 

in the thought of Des~artes and Spinoza. 

Throu'ghout the, ~hesis, as a result of this particular . 
'':L. 

~pproach, attent~on\ls focussed not only on Rationalist meta-

physics, but on methodology as well, especially in terms,of 

how the two reflect each other~ 

The thesis concludes by presenting the nature of 

freedom, and of L,eibniz's Rationalism generally,' as springing 
,) 

fr9m the fundamental ambiguity of the relationship between the 

laws of. reason and God (viewed as both the source of Creation 
. I 

and the objeot of worship). As such~ the relationship 

between freedom and determinism in Leibniz's philosophy must 
o • d • 

be regarded as depending finally on unclarified aspects of 

his ontological views. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The philosophy of 1e i bni z contains wi thin it an ap'par

ent paradox with resDect to the nature and existence of free-. ... --,,-- .... 

dom. While 1eibniz amantly maintains the existence of 

freedom both hum and divine, his metaphysics and'epistem

ology a~ t~-:~e time commit him to a tho~ough-going deter

minism. Le~utelY aware of th~_fact that these 

two positions are apparently contradictory, but 'at the same 
, ' , 

time, he was unequivocal in asse~ting that the contradiction 

was only apparent. 

The purpose of this thesis,is to investigate the 

foundattons of 1ei?niz's notion of freedom p~vided by his 
R 

general metaphysical position, in an att~mpt. to understand 

and evaluate Leibniz's position with respect to the com-

patability of freedom and determinism. 

Wh.ile the purpose of this ~hesis is straight-forward, 

the carrying out of that purpose is no~ so, for several'reasons. . , 

There are, in fact, several different senses in which it may 

be said that Leibniz did not philosophizB in a ~acuum. 

In the first place, Leibniz was not a philosopher by 

profession, but by inclination. The diversity of his interests 

and investigations need not be belaboured here, save that it 

cannot be too strongly insisted upon that all of those various 
, . 

inquiries were carried on by a sincere and' serious student, and 

not by a mere aristocratic dilett~nte striving to avoid the 

boredom to which that class is heir. 

1 
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No attempt will be. made here to sketch, even briefly, 

the manner in which these various studies influenced Leibniz's 
. 

metaphysics. Leibniz's investigations in the realm of physics 

are, ho'wever~ of especial concern here, and mention of them 

'cannot be totally omitted. They represent both an important 

aspect of Leibniz's critique of Descartes and a key to 

Leibniz's modifications of Cartesian Rationalism. 

The i~portance of Leibniz's physical investigations 

for his philosophy is, in fact, derivative from the importance 

of Rationalism in general upon his tho~ght. Although there is 

no quest,ion of the influence of Plato and Aristotle, Augustine 

and Suarez, Hobbes and Gassendi upon Leibniz, no attempt to 

understand the basis ~f Leibniz's th~ught can make any claim 

to success wi thout', taking into account the influence upon him 
f 

of Continental Rationalism in general and Descartes and 

Spinoza in 'particular. 

-... 

It is Leibniz's position as the last great Continental , 

Rationalist which ~ndicates the second sort of significant 

influence, upon his philosophy. Both Descartes and SpinozG, as 

the chief Rationalist precursors of Leioniz, had significant 

effects upon the development of his views. As will be seen t 

tois is evident both in the similarities in the views of 
U ' 

these phil~sophers and, equally important, in their differences. 

While Leibniz was influenced in his philGsopr.ical 

views both by other thi~rs and by his endeavors in other 

areas, there is also a ~rucial role played in his own think

ing by the tension between its various aspects. In parti~ul~r, 
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the relationship between his metaphysics ~ ~ and the method-

ology which arises from his epistemological position is one 

which will be of p~rticular concern .. 

At bottom, however, Leibnlz's view of freedom mU3t 

examined in the context of his metaphysics. Other aspects 

his thought are of imoortance 
. l . 

tha t metaphYS1C~ .:lG ar , 

in g:1.~4S; an understandinp;: 

ht of, other C'ontinental 

of 

Rationalists. Ultim.:ltely is only in light of his 

~etaphysics,thnt Leibniz's concep of freedom can be under

stoS'd. Thus, only if ~orne~can be found to Leibniz's 

metaphysics can his view of freedop1 be eV.:lluated, but that 

evaluation must be made strictly within the context of that 

metaphysics. 

• 
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THE RATIONALIST BACKGROUND 

In order to' ascertain the nature of freedom as it is 

conceived of by Leibniz, and determine the basis of this 

conception as presented in his metaphysics, ~t is first 

necessary to consider his metaphysics from a broader per

spective and provide an account of its genesis. The wide 

range of Leibniz's interests and the great degree to which 

they are interrelated makes this task both more necessary 

and more difficult. It is equally clear that the difficulty 

is further compo~nded by the fact that. in carrying out in-

vestigations on such a wide assortment .of topics, Leibniz was 

influenced by the writings of his many predecessors and con-

temporaries in each area. 

At the outset, it is apparent that. from a philosqphic 

point of view, the nature of freedom and its relation to the 

metaphysics of any philosopher a,re n.ot matters of detail. The 

intricacies involved ~n Leibniz's consideration of these 

matters will be made clear in what follows, but I must first 

present the context in which they appear. thus providing the 

means by which a clear understanding of the subtleties, in-

volved may be attained. 

The influences upon Leibniz's thought were many, but 

c~among them was Descartes. 
. 

Indeed, as we shull see, the 

philosophy of Leibniz can in many respects be regarded merely 

as a refinement of the Cartesian pchool's views. A great deal 

of insight can, I think, be gaine9 into the thought of Leibniz 

4 -
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by provid ing brief' accounts of the philosophical viewsc':t)f . . , 
Descartes and Spinoza. Though they are by no means alone in 

having an influence on Le'bniz' s thought, the g'reat similar

iti~s of approach which these think~rs all share makes them 
' ...... 

ideal as a point of introdudtion to the thought of Leibniz 

itself. FUrther, as a result of this great similarity, it is 

considerably easier to locate the points at which Leibniz's 
<: 

philosophy differs from that of Descartes and SDinoza. Thus, 

by means of first presenting some account f De~.tes and t 
Spinoza we shall, by a proces; of contrast, iscer~-~at is 

original in the metaphysical 

consider Leibniz himself. 

First and foremost, Descartes' import~nc~~h respect 

to Leibniz, as indeed with respect to all of (Modern YhilOSOPhY, 
-. , 

springs from his position as the prime instigator and advocate 

of Rationalism. It is outside of the sco~e of this thesis to 

provide a complete analysis of Cartesian Rati~nalism, however, 
( 

it is necessary to sketch at least the m~in tenets of Descartes' 

philosophy. A presentation of the methoo of investigation ~nd 

the results obtained by the Rationalists is, at any ~ate, 

bound to provide as precise an understanding as any summary of 

the position in general which I might attempt. 

By way of a preliminary negative characterization of 
'\ 

Descartes' position, we may'take his statement that, 

,"the sciences found in books~-in those at 
least whose reasonings are only probable and 
which have no demonstrations, composed aS'they 
are of the gradually accumulated opinions of 
many-different individuals--do not appear so 

, 



near the truth as the'simple reasoning, which a 
man of common sense.can quite naturally carry 
out respecting the ~hings which come immediately 
before him." I .p 

Descartes' rejection of- things written i~ books is 

6 

" nei ther simply ~r solely a rejection oT the !3-ppeal to 

authority. We are not a~ked to abjure all things written, but 

we are warned against attri~uting truth' to things which are 

m~re~y asserted and not proven. 

Th ' / . t· . h b t d t d lS POSl lon lS, owever, es un ers 00 as a 

consequence ~f the methodological principle of radical doubt,. 

characteristic of Descartes' philosophy, 'as expressed, e.g. 

in "The Principles of. Philosophy", Part' I, Pr~iple I; "That 
, 

, . 
in order to examine the truth, it is necessary ~ in one's 

life to doUbt of' all things, so far as it is possible.,,2 

The very next propositio~goes even further, by 

demanding not simply that we doubt all things which we can, 

but that we regard them as(false. 3 _ The,rejection of the un

proven is th~ result then only of the general suspension of 

belief which we ar~ enjoined to perform, to the extent that we 

are capable .of it. Whatever, we are incapable of doubt~ng will 

pOS{3~SS truth" the cert~inty of whi.,ch is the' ,greatest that we 
, I 

can·~tiain.', (It may be mentioned that, though Descartes cites I' 

'clearness and distinctness' as the criteria of such cer-
A. 

l ' .' . 
Ren~ Descartes, "Discourse. on the Method of 

Conducting the Reason" in Th..g Philosophical Works of 
2 Vols. trans. Elizabeth S. Haldane and G.R.T. Ross, 
Cambridge University Press: London, 1931, p. 88. 

2Ibid . "The Principles of 
3Ibidem. 

Rightly 
Descartes, 
Vol. I. 

'I, p. 219. 

" 
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taintiesl when, in Meditation·II 2 he discusses the certainty 

of.his own existence, it is at least suggested that the,' 

7 

c9ns ... Q..d.OU8 denial of his own- existence would involve ,him' in a 

self-contradiction, and as such cannot be entertained. As will 
I 

be seen i~ Chapter II, Lei bniz " s cri teria for determining 

~bsolute certainty represent in some respects a shift from 

explicitly. Cartesian criteria to more purely logical ones. 

Descartes' equivo~ation in-the second Meditation ind~cates, I 

think, that Leibniz's modifications are not evidence of so 
" , 

complete a break with Descartes as might at first appear~) 

At first -glance there seems to be no prior guarantee 

-that engaging on a programme o'f radical douqt in the Cartesian 

manner will not end in Pyrrhonism. There is, however, implicit 

«. 
in Descartes' method, a faith in reason and its'capacity to 

lead us to truth. Moreover, the power of reason necessary for 

this search for truth is only that which the 'simple man of 

common sense' possesses. The true starting point of Descartes' 

philosophy may thUs be regarded as' a decision to adhere to a 

procedure guided solely by reason. Only in this way can the' 
.. 

certainty of our conclusions be assured. 

The fundamental role of reason and the method of in-

vestigation which it dictates makes clear the significance of 
. , 

Descartes' demand fdr demonstration of things claimed to be 

true. It is not enough that we know such demonstrations to be 

XLIII. 
lCf i e .g. '(~rinciples of Philosophy", Part I, Principle 

I 

p. 150. 

2 Desc?-rtes, "Meditations on First Philosophy", Vol. I, 

k 
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possible, or that they have,in fact been worked out by the 
(-

author but have simply been omitted. W~must be. presented 

with these demonstrations so that we may work through them 

8 

ourselves, bringing our own reason to bear upon them- Nothing 

can be accepted on faith, without a reasoned examination of its 

foundations (excepting only reason itself). 

A faith in reason is, of course, a feature common to 

most philosophers and to many other investigators as well. 

Descartes, however, and the other Rationalists of the seven-

teenth century (Leibniz included) place reason's power far 

beyond that which others would, 0ho consider themselves no 
, 

·less rational. Reason is, for Descartes, not ~imply a means 

by which to ~udge the.truth, or intel~igibility of something, 
i' 

'but is used as well to judge of the nature of the real. That 

is, reason is recognised at'tpe sole reliable guide to knowl-

edge of what is. Anyt0ing which is not susceptible to ex

amination by unaided reason loses its claim not merely to 

being an object of possible knowledge,· but ·to any genuine 

reality of its own. This basic feature of Cartesian Ration-

alism shows, I think, how it was possible for Descartes to 
• 

eventually r~duce the essence of man to that of mind, i.e. 

thinking SUbstance. 

The role of reason as a fundamental· guide to thB 
'\ 

metaphysical foundation of the universe is prominent asiwelf 

in Leibniz's thought, and I shall have more to say with 

regard to it in this aspect when I present an analysis of his 

metaphysical view proper. 
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Rationalism does not, by any means, confine itself 

solely to the sphere ?f metaphysics. Given the primary 

impor"tance of reason for Descartes, it is evident that its 
1" 

employment must extend to all fields of inquiry. This being 

the case, there is a requirement that we begip by ascertaining 

the meth6d whereby reason may be em~loyed correctly. Such 
" 

methodological principles must be developed in isolation of 

particular sense experience, emotional predispositions or 

indeed of anY,alleged 'facts' arrived at prior to the estab

lishment of these principles, for as yet ,there can be no 

grounds for accepting any of these. Instead, method must be 

designed to meet such criteria of truth as can b~ ascertained 

by the intellect alone. 1 

Since only reason is capable of providing us with 

access to the truth, Descartes is compelled to seek out those 

functions of the intellect by which we gain such access. He 

finds two such functions which seem adequate to the task; 

intui tion and deduction. --- ~ 

Intuition is, " ... the conception which an 
unclouded and attentive mind 'gives us so readily 
and distinctly that we are wholly freed from 
doubt about that which we understand. Or what ~ 
comes to the same thing, int~tion is the un-
doubting conception of an un~ouded and attentive 
mind. and springs from the light of reason alone; 
it is more certain than deduction itself, in that 
it" is simpler, though deduction ... bannot by us be 
erroneously. conducted. Thus each individual can 
mentally have intuitidn of the fact that he exists 
and that he thinks; that the triangle is 
bounded by three lines only, the sph'ere by a 

lDescartes, c.r. p. )4, "Rules for the Direction of 
the Mil1<;i" in The Philosophical Works of Descartes, Vol. I. 
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single superficies and so on."l 

-Given Descartes' insistence on the ind~bitable nature 
'. , 

of 'truth, ,it is appropriate here to point out the role which 

it plays in intuition. The second of the two descr~ptions of 

intuition in the above quotation claims that the 'conception' 

'itself (not to be confused with an imagining) is 'undoub~ing'. 

It does not merely maintain that we do not or cannot doubt 

such a conception, which might be t$en a"s the main assertion 

of the first description. A true intuition, one made by an 

'unclouded and attentive mind', is an 'undoubting- conception '~l. 

the act of conceiving does not itself posse~s ~ny element of 
~ -/ 

doubt. It is evident from this that no grounds for doubting 

it will be found after the fact, for any such grounds are 

precluded by the nature of the act of conceiving. 

Lest our lack of doubt in intuitive ~atters be taken 

as merely a matter of pSYGhology, misinterpreted by ?~scartes, 

it is well to point out the' source from which this certainty . .. 
springs . ,,~ . 

'. . 
Intuition arises 'from the light of reason alone'. 

Al-though i~ does not. involve reasoning (as will be shown, for 

Depcartes, it is the foundation of reasonihg) it is a complete 
~" 

rational act, paradigmatic of truth. Nor should it be assumed 

that, by claiming that intuition is a product of the light of 

reason, Descartes begs the questioq by positi~g a further 

faculty of co~sciousness on w~ich intuiti0n ~elies. Rather, 

lIbid .. p. 7. 

.. 

j 
{ 
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. 
it is at this point that we receive an indication of the· 

extent t~ which reas9n repre~ents 'a fundam~ntal aspect of 

'Descartes' .metaphysics. 

11 

" (T) he 'n:nnan mind Jl~ ';in it something that we may call 
.' 

divine,. wherein are scattered" the firs·t g~rms of useful Il)9des 
. 1 

of thought." 

Reason then, is being presented here not simply a~ 
~ 

some divine gift, but as an aspect of human mentality which 

is, at the qa:me time, regarded as somehow ',higher' and capable 
, . 

of providing us with a certainty not accessible by merely 

human facul t'ies. Those things which in intellect have a 
" 

human source t e.g. sense and imagination, are liable to error. 
\ , ... 

Intuition alone is not grounded only in human nature~ thup it~. 

alone can make a claim to certainty which extends beyond the 

range of our other faculties. At minimum, the suggesti'on here 

is that we can to some extent transcend the merely personal r 
subjettivity which is a feature of the rest of our experien&e.-

. 
The second of our useful modes of thought, according 

to Descartes, is deduction. He is somewhat ambiguous in his 

characterizati~n of the nature of deduction, but given what 

has already been noted regarding intuition, hi~ position can; 
I 

I think, be made clear~ 

from 

Deduction is described as,_ ". ';foll necessary 

other factS' ... tha,t are known ~ertainty." 2 

inference 

The certain facts .with which,' in ,the first instal!ce, 

tIbid. p. 10. 

2Ibid . p., 8. 

i. 
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at least. deduction begips must be those provided by intuitIon. 

for intui~ion is the only source of cer~ainty which ~as so far 

been disco~ered: Deduction appears not t6 differ from in

tuition in terms of the validitY9 0f, conclusions reached by 

means of it. but' by the fact that i t involves inference. 

" ... (W)e distinguish ... mental intuition from 
deduction by the fact that into the concepti9n 
of the latter there enters~a certain movement 
or succession, into that of the former. there does 
not. Further de~uction does not require an 
immediately presented evidence such as iniuition 
possess~sj its certitude is rather conferred· 
upon it in some way by mem"ory." 1 

~ 

As' m~'ntioned above (c.f. p. 9) Descartes claims that, 

when properly conducted, th~re can be no error in our deduction. 

Deduction does not, however, possess the immediate evidence of 
, 

intuition, but depends, i~ so~e way, upon memory.' In order 

.for these two statements not to conflict, it appears necessary 

that some further comment be made concerning memory, for it 

se'ems ordinarily to be somewhat less that fnfalli ble. 

A~though deduction does not appear to be~ directly 

dependent upon intuition at every step, it is evident that it 

must begin from a~ intuition, that is, it requires 'facts . . 
, 

known with .certainty' as a starti,ng point.. From such facts 

it is possible to infer or deduce other facts founded upon' 

them. Despite the characterization 6f deduction as, in some 

way, a movement, thi~ movement cannot be regar~ed as a: simple 

flowing along, but as a smooth progression from one step 

. (fac~) to the ne~t. Thus. initially, de&uction seems to lead 

lIbido p. 8. 
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us from in~uited fact ·to one which can be seen to follow from 

it. 

. ,_ "The upshot of. the matter is that it is j 
possible to say that those propositio~s which G 
are immediately deduced from first principles 
are now kn~wn by intuition, now by de.duction." 1 

At the point of the first step in any deductive chain, 

it appears that the separation between 'int~ition and deduction 

1S not one which can be too dogmati9ally insisted upon. AI-. 

though they are distinct operations, there is, to some degree, 

an overlap between them. The first st~p of a deduction may .... 
be either an actual deduction or it may simply be 'seen' 

rather than result from deductiv~ a£tivity, and it is this 

.f 

immediate sort af mental vision which is characteristic of " 

intuitiop. There appears to be a fair amount of ambiguity 

here. Descartes' refusal to insist upon a clear separation 

between intuit-ion and deduction ste-r(ls, it seems, from his 

identification of intuition as the source of certainty for us, 

while at the same time recognizing the need for deductions, or 

connected chains of reasoning. At least in"the initial steps 

of a deduction, it ~ppears that Descartes w~shes to maintain 

" that the truth of a .. deductio'n can be known intui ti vely. 

Deductio~ of course, gdes beyond the first step from 

intuitive fact to primary deduced fact. From this,first· 

deduced fact it may prog~ess to a second and thence to. a third 

and ,so on. Hence it is necessary that deduction must be a 

continuous, uninterrupted process or,else we may lose our wa:y. 

lIbido p.8. 
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forgetti~g the precise point .we haq reached in the chain, or 

the exact nature of ~he'final fact deduced and the foundation 
j 

upon ~hich it 1epends. 

The proper functioning of memory can only take place 

within the continuous movement of dedliction. I~ ~ust hold 

peforehe mind all of the facts and previous inferences so 

that no hing of what has gone before is ever absent at any 

built 

. 
limits 

before 

demand 

age in the deduction. Thus deductioh appears not so 

progression from step to step, but as ~n accumulation 

n an ini~ial "intuition. 

1 though memory makes valid deduction~ p'ossible tit also 

length of any deduction to'no more than can b~ held 

mind at one ti"(lle. FOr memory must adhere to the 

continuity or the requirement for an uninterrupted 

reasoning which,pi'events us {rom ~xtendirig our use of 

eyond its proper limitations, requ~ring that'we break 

deduction whenever we can ncr longer hold the whole 

minds and repeat the deduction in an attempt to 

regai it. 

A~though this might seem a severe limitation upon 

ning,.it prevents us from making faulty inferences, and .. ~\ 
urther extension of deduction would lack the certainty 

ssary for the conclusions o~ right reasJhing. Though it 

ap if ~ny, notable conclusions could be reached 
'" by so restrictive a get of guidelines, there are no specific . . ~ 

limitations upon th/ length of our deduc tions. t"le may extend 
, . 

them so far\ as we are able and, doubtless, by continued use 
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" 

o 

the~e facul ti~s may b.e cul ti va ted to the extent that we can 

carryon relatively ~onge,r deductions wi ttl reasonable ease. 
" 

Having ~st~blished to his sat~sfaction these two 

mental operations as alone capabla of leading us to truth, , 
Descartes is prepared to discard all eise as incapable of 

.... 
providing a similar certainty. 

" ... (A)s for the other mental operations, 
which Dialectic does its best tb direct by making 
use of~these prior ones, they are quite useless 

uhere; ratner they are~to be accounted imped
iments, because nothing can be added to the pure 
light of,reason which does not in some way obscure 
it."l 

15 

For Descartes, only intuition and deduction are ~apable 

of providing the inte~lect with ~ method of attai~ing tr~th. 
There is, of course, a third route to truth, that of divine . " 

revelation. ks it requires no particular intellectual en-

deavor, however, save a willingness to accept it when it is 

provided, lt can play no:role in the development of a method 

by which to investigate things on a more mundane level. 

What have been described so far, are only the tools to 

be utilized in constructing a method for seeking the truth. 
{' 

'Having grasped the nature of these toots, Descartes is in a 

p6sition to construct a method, with an eye to the limitations 
o 

imposed on it g ~riori by them. 
. 

Desc~rtes provides, in "The Rules for th~ Directio~ of 

th~ Mind" two formu~atiol1.S of what" is essential in his method; ., 

"Method consists entireiy in the order and 
dispo~ition of the objects ~owards which our 

1 I bid. p. 10 . 
.. 



mental vision must be directed if we are to find 
out any truth."1 

" "Herein lies the secret of this whole 
method, that in all things we should diligently 
mark that which is most absolute."2 

16 

Descartes' requirement for the following of an orderly 

path from th~ point at which it begins to that at which it 

ends demands more than simply order; it demands the correct . 
starting point as well. Since the conclusions of a deduction 

have no more trvth tha\ is possessed by the premisses, it is 

imperative that we ~egi~ from a point on which we are certain, 

and such a point can only be provided IDY intuition. An in

tuitiDn is thus not only certain but 'absolute', i.e. that 

" ... which contains within itself the pure and s~mple essence 
.:~ , . 

of which we are in quest.") 

As examples of things absolute, Descartes provides a 

list to which the term can be applied, " ... whatever is con-

sidere~ as being 'independent or a cause, or simple, universal 
_I ' 

one, equal, like, straight and so forth ... ".4 

It is required, then, that method consist of two 

separate procedures, one by which we~ knowledge of these 

absolutes and the secpnd, hy which we build upon them to 
. "-

attain 'truths o:{'-greate:z;o complexity. 

The first procedure is basically intuitive. Whatever 

is before t0e inte+lect wh~n it thinks can be reduced to an 

lIbido p. 14. \. 

2 Ibid . p. i 6. 
J1bid . p. 15. 

4Xbidem. p._ 15. 

. , 

5 
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absolute or a set of absolutes which are capable of no further 

reduction. Descartes has given an indication of what sort of 

things these absolutes are (independence, etc.), but the 

surest sign that our analysis has proceeded correctly will be 

the intuitive nature of the end-produc\. Descartes does not, 

however, provide any precise instructions for carrying out 

such reductions. Although we are sure to recognize the a~ 

solut;e w.hen we arrive at it, we have no ~ther indication of 

how to proceed than to pay attention to the order of the 

objects presented to us. . Facility in this process of analysis 

is presumably to be gained by practise. (Here again the im-

portance for Descartes of rejecting what is merely presented, 

wi thout personal~ly examir.ing it. is 0 bvious. Not only does 

this examination 'prevent us from being taken in by the errors 

of others, it provides as well ~n opportunity to practise the 

method. the only way in which one can become adept in i~s use.) 

The second part of the method consists in the recombin-

ation of absolutes by means of deduction. This synthetic 

procedure is appropriate, given the characterization of de

duction already provided, for it is evident that the steady 
-

accumulation of conclusions found in deduction is best suited 

to a procedure whereby more and more complex ideas are 

acquired. It is apparent, too, why the function of memory is 

so vital, for it pro~ides us constantly with an awareness of 

the elements from whiCh" these complex ideas are formed. 

This, briefly, is the method (or methods) by which 

Descartes conducted his philosophical and physical investiga-

, f' 
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tions. Although I hav~ by no means summarizeq it in such a 

way as to provide a thorough picture, enough has been done to 

show us, in general, the workings of Descartes' Rationalism. 

One point, ~hich cannot be too often emphasized, is that 

reason alone is the tool to be used, according to Descartes, 

and that we can pursue the truth by the aid of intellect 

alone. 

Although Leibniz, as we shall see, adopted the Car

tesian method to a considerable degree, he did not do so 

completely. In general, Leibniz's modifications of the Car-

tesian method can be traced to two sources, a dissatisfaction 

• 

with the adequacy of the method itself and his rejection of 

certain of~escartes' conclusions ostensibly attained by this 

method.' This second reason for rejecting Descartes' method is. 

of course, closely related to the first and it does not seem 

possible in every case to make a clear distinction-between the 

two. It is sufficient for my purpose to simply outline the 

more relevant conclusions reached by Descartes, along with 

some indication of how they follow directly from Descartes' 

method. Given the essential role played by practise in this 

met~od, there remains always the possibility of claiming that 

Descartes did not employ his method properly (a charge made, 

more than once, by Leibniz) but more c~n, I think, be gained , 

by presuming that such charges are, for the most part, 

unfounded. 

The lack of a clear distinction between a defective 
~ 

method and unsatisfactory conclusions (which are direct con-
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sequences of that method) is a problem common to any epis-
_ _ 1 

temology. This is especially pertinent, however, when those 
, 

conclusions have to do with metaphysics. It i~ always necessary 

for there to be some relation between the known and the knower 

such that knowledge c~n be possible, and epistemology must, in 

some way relate to ontology. That is, in order for a~ything, 

to be truly known, it must( in some sense- be. 

In Descartes' rationalistic epistemology there is the 

presupposition not only of an order in what is, which is 

accessible only intellectually, but also the basis of a ration

alistic ontology. Thus, what is known, at the mo~t fundamental 

level is that which is ontologically fundamental, and ~ny errors 

contained in Descartes' method w~ll produce corresponding 

errors in his ontology. 

By means of a knowledge of absolutes, Pescartes is 

able to construct, or build up, knowledge of mor~ complex 

objects. This is possible, (presuming that 'the knowl~?ge 
; 

gained is real knowledge, not knowle~ge of mere fictions) only 

because complex objects themselves are built u? from absolutes 

or simples.~\The marim of radical doubt leads ~s not merely to 

what is most certa~n. epistemologically. but also to'what is, 

at the most basic ontological level. 
~ 

It ~s only in light of this rel~tion between epis-

temology and ontology that Descartes' positing of a radical 
. 

mind-body dualism can be comprehended. 
\ 

Having discovered that he can doubt everything except 

his own existence, Descartes is obliged to seek the essence of 
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that existepce by discovering what absolute it can be reduced 

to. 1 His conclus·ion that thought is the essenc~-.-'· of' his 
\ 

'~ 

existence provides him not only with a knowledge af what he 

is, blit, giVe~ the nature of absolut~s, also with what h~ is 

not. 

" ... (T).he ~oul by Y'hich I am what I am is entirely <1 .... " 
distinct from body .. ,,,.2 ~ 

Descartes' method enti~les ~im not merely to consider 
- I 

hiIT]self as essentially thinking substance· but to claim that he 
" 1£ thinking sub~tance. This, much stronger, second claim is 

one which can only be understood by a complete grasp of 

Descartes' use of radical doubt to lead him, not to things 
. tQ 

which may" for conveni~nce sake, be conside.r-ed by themselves, J, 

but to. those absolutes 41hich are independent,' . The end-.products 

of analysis are not, for Descartes, merely basl'b concepts in an 

epistemological sense, but' are rather th,e, corr~:tQ.tes of what 

actually exists. Thus; Desc~rtes' analysis of man's essence 

leads him to maiRtain ~ot tha~ man can most simply be re

garded as a thinking thing, but that, in fac t, man ess'entially 

is a thinking thing. 

It is in a similar way that .Descartes analizes bqdy 

and determines that its.essence lies in ext~nsion alone (c.f. 

lDescartes, c. f. E?' g. 01 Discourse on' the Method .of 
Rightly Conducting the Req.son", Part I'f. As the a'rguments 
Descartes uses with respect to, the nat~re of mind and body are 
substantially the" same lin all of his ma'dor philosophical wri t
ings, I will confine myself for the most part to a clear pre
se.ntation of his views, .. vi thout limiting myself to their pre
sentation in any particular work. 

2 I bid ~ p. 101.~-" 
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e.g. "The ~rincipler of Philosophy" 1 Part II, Principles IV-X). 

As should be evident, it is the positing of these two distinct 

independent substances which results in Descartes' inability 

t9 provide an'y satisfactory account of their interact'ion. 
, , 

Furthe~ny attempt to provide for such interaction (as 

opposed to .g. an occasionalist, or parallelist account) must 

depend on complete re,evaluation of the method which gener-
;; 

,I 

ates this'paradox. 

More important directly, however, are Descartes' 

proofs, for the existence of God and ~he further limitations 

placed. upo~ his philosophy by the conception of God which 

results from them . 

Uespite the independence of his nature, as thinking 

substance, from the material world, Descartes is aware of the 

imperfection or limitation of, that nature. 1 Since he ~oes, 

however, have a knowl~dge of perfections greater than he 

possesses and of which. he cannot therefore be the souroe, 

Descarte£ is forced to look elsewhere for the cause of these 
, , 

ideas. It is insufficient merely to posit the existence of a 

greater being than himself, for to do so does not solve the 

problem, but O'hly leads to an infinite regress. F'urther, 

although Descartes conceives of himself as independent of 

material subs~ance, he does not conceive of himself as self-

caused. 

It is clear from this that there must exist a most . 

lIbido 'po 102. 
.\ 
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perfect Being (i.e. God) to whom perfection •. and hence 

Descartes' ideas of perfection, may be traced. Having already 

observed that mind and body are distinct, D~scartes claims as 

well that they cannot exist together in God. for to co-exist 

in one subject requires dependency between them an~, 

" ... dependency is manifestly a~ imperfect-ion".l Since God. is, 
I 0 

of course, perfect, it cannot be possible for Him to be 

composed of two distindt sUbstances. 

Those things w~ich are imperfect, however, must exist 

dependently upon what is perfect, at least to the degree to 

which they possess some degree of perfection. 

"I judged however, that if there were any 
bodies in the world, or even any inteliigences 
or other nat·ures which were not w0ol1y perfect, 
their e'xistence must depend on His, power in such 
a way that they could not subsist without Him, 
for ,a single moment." 2 . 

~either mental nor ~aterial'substance then, can be 
, 
• 

absolutely indepen~ent due to their lack of pejection. 
. \ ' 

clear, t1)ough, that they are independ'~nt of eac C?ther, 

It is 

for 

neither can account for such perfection as is found in the 
'j 

other. 

,. As an alternative to this first proof of the existence 

of ' God. Descartes provides a second, lest anyone remain un-
! . 

!OriVinCed of the certainty of His existence. 3 Th,e idea of a 

perfect being which Desc~rtes claimS to have, includes the. 

perfection of existence. Further. since the idea af God 

lIbido p. 103. 

,2 Ibid . p. 103. 

3101, d.' f 104 105 C •• p.;r.. - • 
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possesses all those marks of certai~ty required for tr~th, it 

is evident that the idea of God as existing necessitat~s His 

existence, since it is a true Jdea and could ·only be a true 

idea if He existed. 

The existence of God as a perfect Being, and as 

Creator results in the occurrence of a problem for Descartes 

concerning the extent of our know~edge. Since God is (by. 

de!inition) both omnipotent and benevolent, some ~ion 

is required as to why He would create beings capable of error 

and'sin. For Descartes, the solution to this dilemma requires 

a more complex understanding of our nature. and of the extent 

to which we can know God. 
( 

Descartes deals with this difficulty in Meditation IV; 

. "And certainly there is no doubt that God 
could have created me so that I could never h~ve 
been subject to error; it is also,certain that 
He ever wills the best, is it then better that 
I should be subject to err thah that I should 
not?" 1 

In order to select one of these two alternatives it is 
i 

necessary either to provide some reconstruction of God's 

motives in acting as He did a or simply to accept that, God 

having acted for the best and we being naturally prone to err, 

this state of fallibility must be the best.be~ause it is 

actual. According to Descartes, however, it ls not possible. 

to reconstruct the motives for God's -actions because it is not 

possible to attribute anything to His nature~at all, save 

" lDescartes, 'uMedi tations on First Ph,i,losophy" in The 
Philusophical Works of Descartes, Vol. I, p~ 173. 

! 
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perfection. It is only to the con~equences of~His a9ts~ i.e. 

creation that we may attribute value, and then only in virtue 
~, 

of ~the f~ct that they are cons,equences of God's acts .anp hence 

good. 

" ... (I) t is se-If-contradictory that, the 
will of ·God should not have been 'eternally in
different to all 'that has come to pass or tnat 
ever will occur, because we can form no con
ception of anything 'good or. true, of anything 

, to be believed or to be perfQrmed or to be 
omitted, the idea of which existed in the 
divine understandingt~efore God's will deter
mined Him so to act as to bring it to pass."i 

Since, for Descartes, God~s actions depend sol~ly upon 

His will, it is not possible to claim both that thefe e~ist 

constraints upon God's actions, and that He is omnipotent. 

We cannot then claim even that God had· motives for His ,actions, 
~ " 

indeed we must claim that He did not· have any., 

" .. . (S)upreme indifference in God is the supreme Vroof 

of his omnipot~nce.1I2 ~ , 

~he supreme i~difference of God ,plaoes a more general 

restriction upo~ our investigation, beyond the consideration 

of whether there exists a contradiction in asserting that. a 

benevolent, omnipotent Deity has created cre~tures capable of 

error. It is ,not possible, according to Descartes I to ass'ert 

that. anything happens as a result of some choice .of God's; 

" ... the species of cause termed final finds 
no useful employment in physi'cal '( or natural) 
things; for it does not appear to me that I 

.1Descartes, "Reply to Sixth Objecti'ons", Yolo II bf 
The Philosophical ~'Jorks of Descartes; p. 248. 

2Ibidem. p. 248 •. 

., 
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can without tem~rity seek to investigate th~ 
(inscrutable) end:p' of God." 1 

25 

Even granted that God's' will has determined Him to act 

in certain ways, it is still not possible to attempt to presume 
,-

things with respect to God. The infinitude of God's nature 

prevents any finite intellect from comprehe'nding it. Good~ss 
l1 , 

and knowledge, as known by finite intellects, are< the result 

of bod's ~ill, to which we have no acceSSJ Thus we can right-

fully judge only of things within creation and only from our 
, 

perspedtive within it. 
<' 

Questioning whether. or not God has acted consistantly . 
in making us, liable to eyr, is not, for Descartes, somet~ing 

which can meaningfully o~ entertained~' ,it is" .however, , 
, .J 

pO'ssible for him to examine ~he sp~rce of our errors, insoi'ar 

as it lies within our nature. Although au~ intellect, when . 
~'-~ employed according to' the proper method, can discover the 
. ~ . ' .. 

'truth, it is finite an4 ofte~ deals ~ith things in aninade-

quate manner. 

While it is apparcint that our ~ntellect is limited {n 
. 

nature, Descartes wishes to claim that the same is not true of .. 
our will .. 

"It is fr~e-will. alone" or liberty of 
choice which I find to be so great in one·that 
I ~an conceive no other idea to be more ·great; 
it is indeed 'the case that it is for the most 
part this will that 'causes me to know that in 

'- some manner' I bear the ima"ge and simili tude of 
God." 2 

1Descartes, Vol., I, p." 173. 
2 . 
Ibid. p. 175. 

I 
( 

" 
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It is as a result of the disparity between the capacity 
1 

of reason and the range of will t~at we are ,capable, in , 
, . 

Descartes' view, of falling into error. In the actual accept-

ance or rejection of some ,alleged fact or other it is the will 

which adtuailY chooses, and it is capable of chDosing even in 

those instances where its choice can receive no aid from 'a 

< rightly conducted reason. Thus if we accept or reject some-

thing which has not been properly analyzed by reason, we are 

liable to commit an error. 

As can be seen from this, though Descartes has shown 

how err~r is possible (in fa~t, how it occurs), his account of 
. , 

the correct method of reasoning pres~nts us with the means by 

whic'h we can avoid error. It is required only that we refrain 

from exercising our powerOof will in al,l those cases which 

\ have not, or cannot, be properly considered, and we will 

alwa'ys judge correctly. 

~hat we'can, in this way, subject o~r will to our 

~ntellect, ought not to be regarded as a suggestio~ oy 

Descartes that we must in-this manner restrict our freedom. 

" ..• (I)n order tha~ I shpuld -be free it is 
not.necessary that I should be indifferent as to 
the ehoice of one or other of two contraries; 
but contrariwise the more I lean to the one.,~ 
the more ,freely, do I choose and embrace it. 
And undoubtedly both 4i vine grace .and natural 
knowledge, far from diminishing my liberty, . 
rather increase and strengthen it. Hence this 
indifference which I feel,'~hen I am, not 
swayed to one, side rather tban to tn~ other by_ 
lack of reason, is the lowest grade of liberty, 
'and rather evinc~s --a lack or negation in knowl
edge than a perfection of will;' for if I' 
always recognised clearly wnat was true and good, 
I should never have trouble in deliberating as 

) 
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to what'judgemen~ or choice I should ~ake, and 
then I should be entirely fre~ without ever 
being' indifferent. It 1 , 

Provided that constraint comes from its proper source, 

the intellect, there is., in"I?escartes t view, no loss of Ii b

erty' involved. Indeed., wi thin any inai vidual, it appears that 

the more d~rection the intellect can give, by providing 

knowledge concerning something, the more freely can that in

dividual act. Here the suggestion is th~t human will requires 

direction in order to function as freely as it can. The 

natural source for proper direction is the intellect, which 

alone has the ability to perceive the truth. 

Thus it seems thqt, for the individual, Descartes' 

philosophy would have reason play a tw~:fold role.' Firstf it 

is by means of reason that we can attain truth (through in

tuition and deduction). In consequence of this, Des~artes 

structures his methods of seeking truth, and utilizing the 

truths thus discovered to obtain further truths, around these 

two functions of'the intellect. Having secured', in this way, 

a reliabie method of investigation, he is able to show, with-

out making unfounded presumptions conc~rning, God, how it is 

that we can avoid error- in our judgements by subjecting our 

wiJ,l·to our intellect. 

Al though this would " in God's case, consti tute an 

affront to His omnipotence, the same does not, in Descartes' 

view, hold true for creatures. It is this' second function of 
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reason which is of most significance for us. 

The will of limited beings, such as' man, must, for 
I 
I ' •• " Descartes, b~ prov1ded w1th some dlrect10n, for we can act 
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only wit~in cre~tion, and so may not do just as we ple~se 

(though we" have· this ability). In this context, it is necessary 

that direction be given, to the will }f it is to function 

freely. Such direction can only be provided by the intellect 

and so, in our case, to be free (both to act~d, from error) 1S 

to be guided by the light of reason insofar as we can., 

This s~mary of the Cartesian view is intended to show 

the nature of Ration~li~m, particularly its reliance on reason 

alone and the demand for an orderly, 'rational' methodology 

which fQllows from this. I have mentioned only those con

clusions which are particularly relevant to my topic, but it 

is obvious t'h~t however admirabl~_,the enterprise, and de-spi te 
I 

the rigour of Descartes' 'thought', (which space preven'ts me from 
-'doing justice to), his conclusions hav~ not, by any means. the 

self-eyidence which he desired for thBm. 

There (is I though" reasonable evidence that these con
I 

" clusions are products~ of! Des'cartes' method. Hence, dissatis-

faction with anlf o'f theml implies dissatisfaction with the 

Cartesian method, and it is by presenting Leibniz's objections 

to both aspects o,f Desca:rtes; philosophy that I hope to 
!oJ 

elucidate Leibniz's own posit~on. 

Before oeginning this task, howeVer, we must first 

examine th~ modifications of Descartes" philosophy and the 

Rationalist innovations presented.by Spinoza, for these too 

. , 

''" 
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will help to provide the background against which Leibniz 

himself can mos~,easily be understoed. 

There arises, with ,respec..t to the task d'f presenting 

those aspects ~f Spinoza's philosophy which influ~nced that of 

Lei bniz, a difficuJ. ty which has no parallel in the !corresponding 
, i 

influence of DeS,cartes. The source of this difficulty lies in 

the nature of Leibniz's understanding of Spinoza's views,' or, 

more preci~ely " his possible lack of under.standing of them. I 

broach this matter (which I shall argue is, for my purpose at' 

least, primarily of histor~cal importance) out of respect for 

the obvious complexity and depth ?f Spinoza's thought. 

There is much in Spinoza's view as expresses in, e.g. 
, ' -~ 

The Ethics~ wfiich appears incomprehensible and which, as we 

shall SBe, waa ~~scribed as such by Leibniz. Those well-ver~ed 

in Spinoza's thought may wish to deny that s~ch incomprehensi

bil~ty is an int~ins~G feature of Spinoza's philosophy and 

rather, that to claim it occurs betrays a deficiency in the 
• 

reader. 

Be that as it may, I am not concerned primarily with 

the truth of Leibniz's critique of Spin0za BQ£ se, or with the 

justice thereby done t9 Spinoza's philosophy: but only with 

what we may p~ausibly deem Spinoza's influence upon Leibniz. 

1 B. Spinoza;' The Ethics in On the Im-Qrovement .Qf ~ 
Understanding, The Ethics, Correspondence, trans. R.H.M. Elwes, 
Dover Publications: New York, 1955. All citations of The 
Ethics will be included in the body of th'e text to avoida , 
distracting number of footnotes. These will be abbreviated by 
part and propO-si tion numbers. E. g. for (Ethic's I I Prop. XXV) 
read, "Ethics, Part I, Proposition XXV". \ 

\ 



I am hot, in general, at all concerned with how Leibniz'g 

philosophy would have.differed from what it is had he under

stood Spinoza differently, but only with Spinoza's actual 
, \: 

influence, so far as I, can discern it. 
,," 

Proceeding to Spinoza's view itself, it seems appro-
, , ' 

'. I 

priate' to"",first I ,Roint out the app~rent similari y of Spinoza' s 
'I' . 

method to. that of Descartes'. for Spinoza, r tional intuition 

provided the s~r;est route to knowledge and ,eductive truths 

depend ~pon the t!uth of th~ir premises. It will not do; , 
however, to s'imply equate Spinoza's metpdd with that of 

Descartes' and let the matt~ res~,' 
\ 
\ 

Just as the method of knowing p+aces restrictIons upon 

what can be known, predisposing the know~i-:, . ..to a particular 

view of the wor.ld. s9 too, is the reverse tru'e. Tha~is, the 

sphe:re of things which are known ,_ or can be known I place's a 

particular value ~pon the concept of knowledge. For example, . 

in no straight-forward way could Descartes claim to have kno\m 

the colour of his desk, for .the concept of colour available to 

him, via his ~ethod, was not one ~hieh was metaphysically 

primary, and hence not capable of 'knowledge' itt its'precise 

Cartesian meaning. A judgement;. about colour -%ust, strictly 

speaking, be translated by Deseartes into a sta tem"ent ~1Jt 

other entities (~.g. thinking and extended substance). I 
, '-'" 

It will not,do to equate th~ stiiet Cartesian concepti 
c 

of knowledge with any more or~inary sort·o( ,understanding of 

wha tit means to know. In the same way, despi te the simi 1-

'a~ity between the methQdologies of Descartes and Spinoza t it 

~. 

'" ' 

. , 
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is not sufficient to merely equate them. The actual difference 

will ·perhaps b.est be illustrated by a sketch of th"e content 

of S'pinoza' s metaph:,'sic, for it will be, I think', qui te obvious 

that som~ things 'known' by Spinoza were nQt and could not be 

'known' by Descartes (or Leibniz either). 

The thrusi of my presentation of Spinoza's position 

will be directed toward proYidin-g, a background sufficient to 

enable us to comprehend the full weight of a statement mad€ 

by Leibniz, near the end of his lifi, in a letter to Loui~ 

Bourguet, " ... He (Soinoza) would be right if there ·were no . ..., - '\ 

d 
,,1 mona s... . 

The 'whole of Spinoza's philosophy is founded upon his 

-notion of 'substance' and it is necessary· that we understand 

this notion as clearly as possible if ,we are to comprehend 

Leibniz's reac~ion to Spinoza. Spinoza's claim that there is 

and can be only QD& substan~ is a direct consequence of the 

nature of substance as he conceived it. 

Spinoza defines substance as, " ... that which is in 

itself,t and is concei yed through itself ... , that of which a 
'~ 

conception can be formed independently of any other conception" 

(Ethic·s I, Def. iv)~ 

The two criteria which mu~t be met by anything en-

, titled to the name of substance are, for Spinoza, but di~fer-
~ ''I. 

-
ent ways of stating the sale criterion of indeoendence. Inde-

1 G.W. Leibniz, Philosophical Papers and Letters, ed. 
and trans. L. Loemker, 2nd ed., D. Reidel Publishing C~.: 
Dordrecht, 1~69, p. 66). Hereafter cited as 'Loemker'. 

: 
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pendence is, of course, the characteristic of sUbstance which 

makes it attractive in any philosophical scheme. The assur-

ance that one's inquiry has at last reached bottom is pro

vided for, without placing any too restrictive limits upon the 

nature of the solution. For Spinoza, however, that indepen

dence from any prior cause which characterizes sub~tance is 

absolute. Here too, we can observe what amounts almost to'an 

identification of ontology and rationalist eptstemology. 

There exists here a special epistemological relation between 

what is in itself and our knowledge of it, presumably not to 

be found in the case of knowledge of that which has no true 

being of its own. That is, there is a linking of the manner 

of conception of substance with its ontological status. The 

nature of sUbstance as independent of external support is 

mirrored by the independence of our'conception of substance 

from all other thoughts. 

Although we are thus provided with some insight into , 

the relation between substance and our knowledge of it, we 

still have no i,ndication of what it is that exists independently 

of all else. 

Wi th resp.ect to Descartes, we can grasp somewhat more 

readily the actual nature of substance, because we are pro

vided with an exhaustive list of the various types of sub-

stance; God, i.e. ~he one true substance: thinking sub

stance, and extended sUbstance (see above, p. 20-22) and are 

given an account of what is essential to each of them. Of 

most significance here is the fact tnat Descartes' two 
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created substances (thinking substance and extended substance) 

can be 6onc~ived independently of ea~~ other, but not as 

absolutely independent, or requiring nothing outside of them-

selves for their existenGe. It is to some degree as an(t,ex- /' ( 

'planation of the causes'of created substance that God ~ 
perfectly independent Being upon whom all others depend) is 

introduced. Al though thinking and extended sU,bstances are not 

perfectly independent, ,they are conc~ptually independent of 

each other and so require, for Descartes, some form of inde

penden~ existence, which is provided for them by their status 

as created sUbstances. 
'-
~-\ 

Spinoza may be regarded as' a ttemp'ting to deal wi th two"" 

difficul-ties of Descartes' view in 'presenting his own a'ccount 

of the nature of things. ~irst, Spinoz,a Qbviously rejec ts 

Descartes' conception of imperfect substances as 'substances' 

which lack that independence explicitly demanded by Spinoza. 

At the same time, however, it is also apparen~ that thought 

and ext~nsion ~ independent of each other, at least in con

ception. With respect to, the development of the concept'of 

substance by the Rationalists. Spinoza ~ant I think, be re

garded chiefly as attempting to reconcile'the absolute depen-, 

dence of thought and extension with their independence of each 

other. 

According tq Spinoza, nothing exists but substance (or 

God) and the modes of iubstance (Ethics I, Prop. IV, Proof). 

Spinoza defines mode as "the modifications of substance. or 

that which exists in, and is concei ve,d through, s.omething 
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other than itself.~ (Ethics I, Def: vi). 

It is clear th~n, that Spinoza quite explicitly con

fines the sphere of existents to substance or God and What is, 

in some way, a-modification' of SUbstance. (Modes do no~, of 

course, have any true be.ing of their own, for this is pre-

cluded by their nature as m<;>des.) 'As our interest here is 

only in a general sketch af Spinoza's view, !_shall not deal 

wi t~ ,the. fully dev,eloped notion !Jf ll)odes in Spinoza, but only 

with those m.odes corresponding to what we may regard as objects 

in the wor:ld" 

t ~Individual things are nothing but modifi-
cations of the attributes of God, or modes, by 
which the attributes of God are expressed in a 
fixed and definite manner. 'I (Ethics I, Prop. XXV, 
Cor.) , 

Apart from the fact that substance may be conceived 

through itself and that modes (i.e. 'things') cannot, we have 

as yet no clue as to how they are to be conceived at all. It 

is pere that the notion of an attribute comes into play, de-

finec} by Spinoza as " ... thaJt Which ttle intellect perceives as' 
",,- I ,. 

constituting,the es;;'ence of substance." (Ethios I, Def'. v). 

As examples Qf attributes, Spinoza.cites thought and 

extension (Ethics II, Prop_ I and II) and ~hus appears to have 

~ncorporated all of the vital components. of Descartes' meta-
. . 

physics into his own. It would, however, be a grave error to 

attempt to incorporate concept's understood "in a Cartesian 

sense into the metaphysics of Spinoza. 

It is true, for Spinoza, ~hat God is an infinite 

thiilking, Being and that mind is a firv.'te or limi ted thinking 

} 
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thing, but thinking is here no .longer understood in the same 

sense as the Cartesian cogi t~.\ . 

In the first pl~lCe, i y is not p'o ssi ble, because of the 

fundamental ontological distinction between God 'and man (re

garded as a mode), to a ttri bute any qu"ali ty to both of their 

naturei without equivoc~tion. These t~o attri~utes described 

by' a single term, ", ... would have nothing in common between 
. . (" 

them but the name; there would be about as much correspondence 
, 

betwe~n the two as there is between the Dog, the heavenly, 

constellation, and a dog, an animal that barks." (Ethics I, 

Prop. XVII, Note). 

,~ first glanc'e, ,this seems to bring us no, close'" to 

an understanding of any of the key concepts of Spinoza's 

Phil'osoph~i. "> To claim that' God may b~ regarded as a thinking' 

thing only insofar as 'thinking' can be here regarded as 

having almost no donnection with thought as ordinarily under-.. . . 
stood seems, at best, unilluminating. 

~pin~za'does, however, attempt to provi~e some 

clarification of his position. Our intellect is, according 

to ,hi1ll" " .. ,. po st~rior to or simul taneous ~i th the things 

understood," (Ibid), while God as true substance is prior to 

everything t~at is. Our understanding requires that some 

object be given in order that w,e may understand it, but this 

is not required by God's understanding for it is, in fact, 

God who does' the giving. 

This, I think, provi~s some indication of the nature .. 
of thinking considered as an a ttri bute of God and as expre.ssed 

o 
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by a particular mode of that sUbstance--an individual mind. 

HUman understanp~ng may' be regarded as a limitation of the 

divine und~r:standing or rather of God c.onsi'dered as a thinking 

thing. God's thought is not only ~nlimited, but creative. 

God creates what He knows and, for Spinoza, w~ th respec,t to 

God conceived of as constituted by 'thinking, creation and 

,knowledge are the same acti vi ty. For us, however, creation ,is 

a prerequisite of knowledge and such creation does not depend 
, .' 

upon "So As modes of substanqe, we are not responsible even 

for our own existence. , 

It must be remembered that in discussing, the ,relation-
o 

ship-~etween man and God with regard to their respective' 

understan~ingsJ we cannot presume to h~ve incorporated 'the 

entirety of th~i~ natures into th~s account. God has been 

presented here only as that whose essence is perceived as 

constituted 'by tho~ght. 

While Spinoza is willing to admit the correctness at 

such a perception and indeed would claim io be capable,bf 

giving a complete account of creation in terms of thought, 

there is one yital aspect of the nature of substance (and 

hence of its modes) which this account does not 'grasp. This 

is 'that, while we may re'gard ~ubstance as constituted essen- "::-
, , 

tially by thought (because 'it is), there are alsa other ways 
.' 

of regarding 'it, which are equally correct. Thus we can, with 

equ~l justice, regard substance as con'sti tut.ed by' the attribute 

of ex~ension afld the definite modes of SUbstance as extended' 

thin~s:. 
. , . 

It is necessary to keep any consideration of sub-
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stance in terms of either of these two different attributes 

~trictly sepatate. As'mentione~ above, the conceptipn of 

either one contains nothing in common with the other and 
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attributes, as consti tuting t,he essence of substance are con

ceived through themselves (Ethics I, Prop. X). 

Before exqrnining, Spin9,za I s account o:f the world con

sidered as composed o:f extended things, we must first examine 

one' :further aspect of things considered under the a ttri bute of 

thought. Havi~g seen that human intellect is to be regarded 
! . , 

as a part'icular expre.psion of sUbstance i tslef, it seems 

appropriate at this point to turn to a brief examination of 

the nature of thinking as Spinoza views it . 

. From th~ point of view of intellect ~lone, regar~ed as 

a sort o:f entity separa t,e from ~~tencIed things, it might appear:

tnat the sole objects of thought must be ideas or things of a 

peculiarly· 'mental' nature, ,amenabl'e to treatment in, the un

extended, realm, for only those things w4ich can be regarded 

under the same attribute can have any relation to' one another. 

Spinoza defines idea as, "a mode of thinking--,namely, 
. . 

the very act of underst8;nding" (Ethics II" Prop. XLIII, Note I). 

The act o:f understanding must, of course, b~ related 

d'ifferently to God, or substance, than it is to individuals. 

God IS ·understa:nding is, for SpinQza, to be ,conceived of as 

creating what it understands. Human uhderstanding is, con-
. , 

ceptually at least, consequent upon what is understood. 

\~. Mind regardeti thus as depenqent upon ideas must also, 

for Spinoza, be identified with, or constituted by, an idea. 
"<' 
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"The first element which constitutes the 
being of the, human mind is the idea of some, 
particular thing actually eXisting."(Ethics II, 
Prop. XI). 

Her~ again the separation between substance and mode 

)8 . 

must be borne in mind. There, is a fundamental sense in: which 

every human mind is 'an idea which god has (that is , create s) 

and at the same time, we are to' conceive ourselves as the 

understanding of an existing body (as it turns out-~our body 
~ 

(Ethics II, Prop. XIII))~ 

Perhaps' most ~mportant for understanding the complex 

relation between man ,and God, even considered under a,single 

~ttribute su~h as thought is .tha~ in Spinoza's system we ape, 

so to speak, trapped by our perspective. When we speak of 
/" " . 

God or substance co~ceived through the attribute of thought 
" ' 

and of ourselves as particular modes of thinking, substance or 

individual minds, we must rem~mber that our aC'count. is given 

frpm the' point of view of a' particular mode c'oncei ved 1:;hrough 

a particular 'attribute. Wnile there may be'some similarity 
\ I ' , 

between one mode's undersia~ding of ,the na~ure of ~eality 

artd some other mod~'s, we must always be awahf of,the fact 

that our ~nderstanding of the way things are is not at all 
, ' 

like God's unde:standing·6f' what is. 

It is apparent then tha~ there exists a tension in 
. 

'Spinoza's metaphys~c betwe~n mode and substance, ot man and 
" . 

,God. The independence of our being, is purely illusory and' 

our knowledge even o~act is hampered- by our depending, 

upon SUbstance. 

I 'I 

" -7[ 
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. Spinoza. gives a .parallel ac,count of reality in terms 

of substa;ce bonceived of as ,extended and modes regarde~as , 

extended things. r 

)9 

As I hinte.d above, tne'object of the idea which con

stitutes the human mind is th~t'mind's body. It sho~ld not be 
, , 

s'upposed that Spinoza thus falis into the dualism of De-scartes. 
f( 

, . ' 

Mind and bod-y are, in Spinoza ~IS. account,. merely ,the ~ame mode 

of substance, differently conceived. 

For Spinoza, ~the individual perso~ is to. be understood '. , 

as a single mode of substande, rega~ded. under the attribute of 

extension, ,as a b<:>a.y, or under. the attribute of thought as a 

mind. There is no ?ubstarttial.duality to raise difficulties, 

nor even two created thingg to be som~how conriected, merely a 
',-

sing~e mode of shlbstance regarded now under the attrib~te of 

thought, now under the attribute of extens~on. ~ 

The substantial unity of mind and 'body permits ~pinoza 

to outline a perfect correspondence. between events in the 

mental realm and those in the physical. There is, in. any 
• • <> 

given cas~, only one event, which can be 'rega~ded from either· 

of two differ#- perspecti Yes .. < 

~ 

What we may regard as the Spinozistic dualism. of sub-
0 

stance and mode has implications as well for his view of the 

nature of freedom. Freedom also has two aspects, the first in 

its relatioD ~o sub~tance or God, the second as it relates to 

particular, ?OdeS of subst~nce or men. 

. Spinoza state.s, '.' .... men are mistaken in 
. thinking themselves free; their' opinion is made 
~p of consciousness of their own actions, and 
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ignorance of the causes by Which they are 
conditioned. Tneir idea of freedom, there
fore, is simply thei~ ignorance of any cause 
fOF their actions. As for their saying that 
human actionp depend on the will, t~is is a 
mere. phrase without any idea to corre'spond 
there'to." (Ethics. II, Prop. XXV, Note). '. 
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The above quotation.suggests, first,'that the ordinary 

c~nception of freedom, 'presum~1?lY as making possible uncon-

di tioned acts, is completely illusory. Were we to realize, the 

causes which condition us"we'would, Spinoza asserts, find 

-that there are no acts which arise without prior causes. 
I • 

- What is, however, even more 'devastating to the common 
c" • 

',conception of free will is Spinoza' s claim that such a faculty 

does no"t exist at 'all. The mind, in Spinfza's view, is not· 

composed of intellect, wtll, memor,y, etc. ~ but of ideas' in 

sense of acts of understanding. 

These ideas contain within themselves an element of 

affirmation or negat.ion, but this is 'a feature of the idea 

the 

i tse'lf and not some separate claim about it. For example, of. 

the claim th~t it ·is true that a triangle contains three angles 

'equal to two right angles, Spinoz'a states,' "", . this idea." 

cau neither De nor be conceived without this affirmation, 

therefo~ .. \, ·thi s affirmation' beXongs ~o tJ:1e' ~ssence of the 
'\ \., ... 1 

idea of !J.: ia,ngle and is no~hing besides. I. ('Ethics 111, Prop. 
, 'l~' 

XLIX, Proof). 

Spinoza"s view, then, is such tjlat it is not leven per

. missable to assert the existence of a faculty of will, much 
, 

.. '. ~ ~ / 

less argue :that such a fac~lty is free or unconditioned. It 
r can be seen fro~ this, at least to some ~xtent, ,just.how fun-

., 
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damental the concepi of ',idea' is for Spinoza. Ideas~ for 

Spinoza, are acts of understand'ing cO!ltaining as an essential 

feature the affirmation or denial of ~heir contents. 

Granted that Spinoza excludes unconditioned act and the 

faculty of will from hls philosophy, it is clear that human 

freedom, can -pertain n~ither to physic~l acts nor to ~udgements. 

It must be'remembered though that, for Spinoza, people are not 

independent beings, but particular modes. of sUbstance. It .. 
would, then, be entirely incongruous for hi~ to hav,e included 

freedom ~s it is naively conceived. 
'I.... 

For Spinoza, human freedom consists in the attaining 
.. 

of an adequate idea of God or substance. Just as the mind i~ 
. . 

the idea of the body ,and changes as the body cnanges (since, 
, ,.-i • 1 

'. . 

.... 
An ~nc~ease in our understanding is the freeing 

of the body from passions or affectioDs . . 
"A complete understanding of substance belongs to sub- . 

stance alone, for only the infinite can comprehend. the infinite. 
\. . . 

To the extent that we atta~n an adequate unde~standing of sub-

·_startC?el. we become that substance and not mere ly .a mode of it. " 

Increase in knowledge is ~ companion, in S~inozals view~ to 

,the diminisfiing of our:limitations which are'a distinguishing 

feature of ~Ode~ substance from sUbstance itself. Thus 

Spinoza enj oins 'us, .il'" ~ to act solely a'cqording" to the decree 
, ,.. 

of of God,. and to be p~rtake'rs in the Divine nature, ~nd so much 
, 

the. more as·we perform more perfect ac~ions'and more and more 

': :.:,:1 .'.~. : ·understand God. It (Ethics II, Prop. XL;I:X, _ Cor. Note). 

" . 

. " 



As our understanding of sUbstance increases, so, too 

does our freedom, for we are constrained by being limited and 

an increase in our'understanding reduces our limitations and 

hence the constraints upon us. 

God, or substance, is thUSf ~n Spinoza's view, truly 

and absolutely free, for sUbstance is, as ~e have seen, un-

limited, and limi tation is the source of constr'aint. As 

Spinoza puts it, "God acts solely .Qy: the laws of his Q@ 

nature, and is ~ ~train.ed .Qy anyone." (Ethics I, Prop. 

XVII). 

The freedom 'of substance consists solely in its a~ting 

out of ihe necessi~y'bf its nature. It is not, however, 

immed.iately evident what that nature is~ We havef seen that 

Spinoza regards modes as ex~ssions of substance, and 

attributes as constituting its essence, but it is not apparent 

from this what we must understand as the laws,of substance's 

nafure. 

By way of removing this)difficulty, we may exami~e 

Spinoza's claim ,that, "all things ,are predetermined ,by God, 

not through his free w~ll or absolute fiat, but from the. very 
, , 

nature of God'or infinite power." (Ethics,r, Appendix). 

6:
. Spinoza thus :differ~, f~O~ Descart~ s, who related God's 

. eedom tG His will' (at the expense, if Q seem of His 

ther attribut~s) .. For S~inoza, absolute freedom is to ;be 

found in the 'nature of God conceived of as unlimited or in-

finite po~er. Substance is in no way affected by anything 

'external to' it (for there is nothing ex.ternal to it), nor is it 

I • 
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in any way passiv~. Freedom is thus, for Spinoza, an absolute 

infinite aspect of the nature of substance and~may be regarped 

as the- unrestricted ability or power to exist and act of sub-

stance itself. 

It is against this immediate backgro~nd that the 
" 

philosophy of Leibniz' arose. Th~ reliance upon repson alone 

and- the requirement for a ~ational methodology whicn we nave 

seen in the philosophy of Descartes exerted ~ powerful influ~_ 
I 

ence upon Leibniz (and upon Modern Philosophy in general). In 
\ 

Spinoza's Ethics, this type of methodology appears' in the 

guise of a ~eometrical·presehtation.~ 
-

More important for. an account of Lei bni z~ view of the 

nature of freedom is ~if fact that, in the writings of both 

Descartes and Spinoza, freedom appears not primarily as a 

positive feature of the universe, but as a bare negation. 

Freedom for them consists in the absence of donstraint$ both 

upon the individual and upon God or sUbstance. Further, de~pite 

this freed'om', that which a'cts at the most funQ,amental meta

physi~al ievel, i.e. God, ~oes so, not with any degree of 
\ 

randomness or, as a result of an uncoerced' choice I but ,from the 

necessity of its nature. Though not externally constrained, 
. 

God is entirely constrained by His nature. ,Co,rrespon,ding to 

this, at the level of the human individual. freedom from suc'h 
\ 

external constraints as they are subject to leads to a know": 

ledge which itself, 'though not exte'rnally, neces~i te.tes all 

TO'a great extent, the modifications to this concept" 

.. 
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of freedom' by Lei bniz spring from the m,etaphysics which he 

developed, a metaphysics which is, i~ many significant ways, 
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, . 
a response to' those views WhlCh I have sketched here. And, as 

I have attempted to ~ihow" particularly with respect to Descartes, 

the relationship between metaphysics and the methodology 
, " . 
, 

which pern;its its discovery (or, if you l.ike, construction) 

is on~ of,fundamental importance. 

It is to the methodology of Leibniz and the meta-

physics wh~ch he produced that I shall now turn. 

, 
\ 

" 
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LEIBNIZ'S METHODOLOGY 

As the previous chapter clearly shows, the similarity 

which exists among the Rationalists is to be located in their 

approach to the problems involved in gaining knowledge of'the 

nature of th€ world. If they may usefully be grouped together 

as sharing a particular· philosophical position, that position 

must not be viewed as an agreement about the ultimate nature of 

the real in any specific sense, but only in their ,struggle to 

gain certain knowledge by the use of reas~ alone. Even this 

statement is perhaps too far-repching. Given that the method 

of acquiring' knowledge and that which is knowable exert a 

restricting influence, each upon the other, the initial 

Rationalist faith in reason is ,c~pable of permitting those 

who share it to arr,i ve at widely varying metaphysical views. 

This fact is all the more perplexing, given their agreement 

that there is but one proper tool by which this discovery is 

to be made, that is, reason, unaided and unfettered by the 

other human faculties. 

It would seem, then, that one task facing any 

'Rationalist thinker following after Descartes and Spinoza is 

that of presenting his vi~w with a clarity and comprehen-
..... 

siveness that permi ts' of no major modification by anyone who---' 

would p~esume, as well, to adhere to the Rationalist approach 

to philosophy. In this respect, the demands upon Leibniz 

were very great indeed'. His success may be superficially 

judged from the faot that he was the last major proponent 

45' 
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of Rationalism, just as his failure may be judged by 

that he was not the last philosopher. 
t\::: 

Before advancing to Leibniz's view itself, I think . . 
'that it is first advisable to insert a brief reminder of the 

scope of Leibniz's investigations. Reason is, for Leibniz, 

the fundamental ordering principle of everything that exists 

or even could exis~. Consequently, no field of inquiry is 

barred to the Rationalist. It would, thus, be deceptive to 

claim, as Bertrand Russell does, that, n ••• Leibniz's philos

ophy was almo3t entirely derived from his logic ... ": 

I do not question the claim that Leibniz ha~ a sincere 

and abiding interest in logic, but it is, I think, particularly 

dangerous to regard him as primarily interested in one field 

of investigation. As will be made clear below, Leibniz was at 
~ 

least as much influenced by his work in ~hysical dynamics as 

by his log¥al studies. ' 

I t ~ a commonplace that Descartes and Le i bniz' were 

to concerned with scientific investigations a.nd th.e attendant 

need for precise quantification in experimental stUdies (and~ 

consequently, with the need for a mathematics adequute to 

measure and describe all nat~ral phenomena). Further, they 

were concerned with scientific investigation as sci~ntists 

and p.hilosopheros, or more accurately, as men fo( whom the 

distinction between those two d·1.sciplines did not exist in 

~nything like its present form. There is to·be found then, in 

lB. Russell, ~ Critical Exposition of the PhilosoDhy of 
Leibniz, 2nd ed., George Allen & Unwin, Ltd.: London, 1,937, p. v . 

.. 
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Leibniz's philosophy (and that of Descartes as well); a 

concern for precision and practical application not commonly 

associated with Rationalism and its reliance upon reason 

alone. 

Leibniz is, in fact, quite explicit regardiryg the 

necessity of attending to' the pr~ctical aspect of knowledge: 

"Wisdom is a perfect knowledge'of the principles of 

all the sciences and of the art of applying them."l 

The above statement indicates that for Leibniz, the 

attempt to gain wisdom is the broadest possible task. Not only I 

does it require theoretica~ knowledge of all areas of investi

gation, but also the p{'oper manner °in which to utilize such 
" 

knowledg~. Th~ requirement for a knowledge of principles 

which have, potentially at any, rate-, a broad rnng-e of appli

cability, plus the demand for knowledg~ of precisely when and 

how to apply such principles to particular situations we may, 

regard as a general indicator of the object of Leibnizian 

Rationalism. 

In order to attempt so wide a variety of investigations, 

all presumably culminatin~ in wisdom itself, it is evident th~t 

Leibniz's method of investigation must be at once so gener~l 

as to leave nothing out ~nd yet be precise ~noug~ to deal 

with any parti~ular problem., In order to practise so all

encompasslng a method, Leibn~. claims that thre-e different ~rts 

l G.\11. Leibniz, "On Wisdom" in Leibniz: Seiections, 
ed. Philip ~. Wiener, p. 77-81: Charles Scribner's Sons: 
New York, 1951. P. 77. He'reafter, \'iiener., 

~) 
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must be mastered: those of judging, discovering what is un

known, and recollecti~g.l Although it might appear from this 

that Leibniz's method lacks the sort of.unfty so clearly 

discernible in Descartes' writings, it remains to be seen 

whether or not this is in fact the 'case. 

According to Lei bniz, th~ art of judg~n,g or correct 

reasoning' consists in obeying' three rules: 

"1. We must never recognize as true any-, 
·thing but· what is manifestly indubitable •.. 

, 2. When there does' not seem to be any 
means of arriving at such an assurance, we must 
be content with probabilit~ while waiting for 
greater 'light, , . 

J. To derive one truth from another we 
must ke~, uninterruptedly to a certain chiodn ... " 2, 

As a means of facilitating our recognition cif the in

dubi table, Lei bniz suggests that we proceed as 'though we .wishe..ci 
tI 

in f,act to ,support the cont~ary.:3 'The contrary of what cannot 

be douhted must, in Leibniz's yiew·, be rriore than false. The 

contrary of falsity is truth, and mere truth is definitely 

capable of being doubted. Leibniz is, after all, concerned 

here 'with showing how it is that we may reco!Dize tr~th, i.e. 
. . 

gain knowledge. Considerations of whether. or not something can 

~~ be doubted relate most importantly to our knowledge of the 
, 

truth or falsity of the matter being examined. Whatever is 

contrary to the. indupitable" must therefore no~ appear as 

simply faise, but as impossi:ble or self:"contr~dictory. 'The key 

to certainty is thus, for Leibniz, found in the fact that the 

lIbido 

2 Ibid . p. 77-(8. 
}Ibid. 77' ... p. . 

. . 

, I 
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oppo.si te of absolute certainty is no:t, merely un'ce'rtainty 

even falsity), b';lt se.If-contradiction. '" 
. 

The reliance upon self-contradiction as the criterion 

of, falsity (and thus upon the contrary of any self-contradictiQn 

as a necessary truth) indicat~s the essentially logical basis 

of this aspect of Lei bniz' s epistemology., The depth, of 

L~ibniz's conviction is revealed in his criticism bf Descartes' 

view that· even such truths as these are dependent upon 'God" ,s 

will. 

1 "Who would say 'that A is not non-A because God has 

decreed i.t?" 1 

This ~an usefully be contrasted with Descartes" sug-. , 

gestion2 that'we ought to' re~a\d everything d'oubtful as fals~. 

,While Leibniz does' not. reject t~s sugge~t~on outright,' he does 

point\ out, first that Descarte;>' ~etho'd is by no' means, perfect, 

and ·second, that "Descartes has merely replaced one prejudice 
\. . ' fact pr,ejudice (that what is dbubtful is l.n true') by another , 

( that what is' doubtful is in fact' fal$oi) ., rather than by the . 
truth (e. g. that which is doubtful is in fact doubtful):J' 

(This iS J of course, precisely what Descartes intended 

to do. He hoped that the two opposing prejudices would cancel 

each other out and leave the mind in a position to judge th~~. 

matter at hand Unbiasedly.)4 ~ 

, lLeibniz,' "Le.tter to ArnOld Eckhard" (in Loemker, pp. 
1 7'7 -181) f If. 181.- n. 7 . I 

. 2See e~g. Principles, of Philosophy, Pa~tII, ~rticle' 2. 
JL~ibniz, Il'Critical Thoughts. on the .General Part of the 

Principles of Descarte's" (i:t:l Loemker, pp. 383-410) t p. 384 .. 
4See OPe cit. "~editations .on First' Philosophy", p. 148. 

, 
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Having thus, at the outset, ~resented his own standard 

of indubitability, a topic of central importance to Descartes, 

Leibniz proceeds immediately to present a second rule to guide 

us when that standard 'appears unattainable, a rule which ~ould 

be unthinkable for Descartes. 

In the first place, the. sugges'tton that we may be, Un-
5 

able to ascertain the certainty of something would imply some 
, ' 

deficiency in the Cartesian methodology, or at least in those 

who make use of'it. Secondly, reliance upon 'probability' is 
ot 

precisely ,what Descartes regarded as the exerci$e of the will 

in'those matters which are beyond the guidance of the intellect; 

that is, nothing other than the source of all 'human error. 

It mi,ght, .of 'course, be conjectured that Leibniz intro-
~ 

duced the judg+ng of probability as a usefUr element in reason-

ing as a result of the fact that Descartes' r~q~irements for 

reasoning we~e simply too stringe~t to be practical. Such a 

conjectur~ would, howeve~, imply,that~reliance upon reason is 

of limited use and that Rationalism is a merely ideal approach 

to ~he p~oblems of science· and phiJ,.osophy, which cannot be 

successfully employed without relaxing its stan?ards.' If this 
/ 

/ 

wer,e his belief, Lei bniz would be a Rational~st in name only 

and not in fact. 

That Leibniz's introduction of probable knowledge is . . 
rather a respo~se to manifestation of a thorough assessment of 

the nature of what is and :].S. not knowable" I will discus's 
i· 

. !~ below. For the moment, I shall only note that Leibniz was
'-f' 

aware th~t m,erely probable knowledge canr,lot 'lead :to certainty 
( 

, I . , 
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" 

in any,d~duction and that the conclusion of an argument from 
I 

probable ,premises, " ... will retain t~e imperfection of its 

source ... ".1 Thus, 'although probable argUments may in some 
, , 

circumstances be unavoidable, it is always necessary to bear 

in mind that th~y can lead 'to only probable con9lusions. 

Leibniz offers no explanation with,respect to the 

third maxim of reasoning, that de'ductiol1 be c.ontinuous. This 

requirement does, however, parallel that of,Descartes' (see 

above, p. 13-~4) and ~ppears to reflect a sImilar lack of con-

fidence'in what we ordinarily r-egard as our powers of recol-

lection. 
\ ' 

The art of reasoning' or j~dging for Leibniz thus con-

sists in tfle criterion for recognizing indubitability and the 

suggestion that we make do with the probable when such cer

tainty is unattainable. As such, the art of reasoning is 
. -

concerned primarily with the recognition of the certain and 

how to p~aserve it in our deductions. The possibility of such 

recognitl0n and our ability to preserve certainty in our de

ductions depends, of course, upon principles not only of 

epistemologicil but of metaph~sical.importance. In the l~ght 

of the broader significance of these principles, it is, I 

think I appropriate that they no't be introduced until we are in 

a ,better position to grasp their 'full significancB. 
J 

The art of discovery is concerned with the more basic 

problem of'discovering truth; that is, with the problem of' 

how we are to~~ncrease our ~nowled&e and thus gain'material 

10p. ci~., "On WisdoUl", p. 78. 

( 
\. 

\ , 

.. 
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for our deductions. The first maxim of this art states 'that: 

"In order to become acquainted with a thing 
we must consider all i ts pr~eqUiSi tes, that is 
everyt~ing which suffJces to istinguish it from 
any other thing. This is wha ~s called defin
ition, nature, essential property."l 

It is nec~ssary here to digress from merely o~tlining 

the general nature ~f Leibniz's method and provide some 
, . 

account, of the meaning which he give,s to the terms" 'kn,owledge' 
'. 

and 'definition'" 

One source,of Leibni~'s discontent with Carte~ian 

methodology may be found in what Leibniz viewed as an impre-
, . ' 'I 

cis~on,in Desc~rtes' language (or, the concepts so represented). 

It was thus a part of Leibniz's task to present his own views 
I (. ' 

l\ ' 
as gxactl~ as possible, thus enhancing, in his own eyes at 

least, the importance of fi,nding p'rolI?er defini tia,ns. 

Leibriiz was dissatisfied with Descartes' criteria of 

'clearness and distinctness' as signs of certainty and attempted 

'to define them with greater' rigour: 

for 

Sec. 

.. "When I recogni ze one thi·ng among others, 
but cannot say in what its differences or prop
erties canpist. my ~nowledge is confused. In' 
this way we sometimes know clearly·, and wi th-' 

-out having a doubt of any kind, ,if a poem or a 
picture is well done or badly, because it hag 
a certain 'somethin& I know not what' which 
either s~tisfies or Irepels us. But· when I can 
explain the c,ri teria I use, my knowledge is , : 
called distinct."2 .. 

It is ohvious from the abo~e quotation that definitions 
a ' 

UpOIT distinct know~edge. Distinct Leibniz will depend 
, " , 

. 1 . 
Ibid. p. 78.. . 

, 2"Discourse on, Metaphysics" , 
24, p. 318-319 ... 

• 

Loemker, pp. 302-J2$, 

I 
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knowledge in Leibniz'~ view depends on explicit criteria for ~. 

recognizing something; that is, a consideration of its pre

requisites. 

While ,1 t is ObViiuS tha·t such considerations ~re an 

improvement on bare recognition, it is also ~uite apparent that 

one could have distinct knowledge of ' more than. one sort. 

~ ..• (D)istinct"knowledge has degrees, for us~ally,th~ 
. ' . 

concepts which enter ~nto the definition would themselYes need 

deftnitions' and are known only confusedly."l 

It seems then, that .the first rule of Leibfii~rp art of 

dis~ovfr;:y will require some. supplementation. Clear ~~~ distinct 

knowledge of something (in Leibniz's sense) may be ,sufficient 
, 
to distinguish it from other things, but the degree of complete-

, ....., 

ness of the definition appears dependant upon just how distinct 
, ,~ 

that knowledge is. It.is ther~fore nec~ssary to continu~ the 

" 

examination of' the object by attempting to find the 'criteria 
I ", I . 

,which provide a foundation. r'the criteria used in the first 

instance. Leibniz's se~ond ule is thus 'that: 

found a means of disting-
uishing it (i.. e thing which we wish to 
know) from .ev ry other Ithing, we must apply the' 
same rule t the consideration of each condition 
or prerequisite ent~ring into this means 'and con~ 
sider all ·t e pr~requisites of each prerequisite. 
And this is what I c?-ll true analysis or distri,-
bu tion of the difficulty into ~everal parts <' 2. 

Leibniz's art. of discov~ry or true analysis obviously, 

" . corresponds qui~e closely ~o Descartes' method of analysis. 

. I 
l Ibid . 

2W' lener, 

, . 
p. 78-79'1 

" 

....., 
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5'+ . 
There are, however, some diffeTences evident here which are, 

to some extent at least, significaht. Leibniz terms the end-~ 

·produ~t of anaiysis adeq'uate knowledge,t aDd there is, in his( 
·r. .. 

procedure, not 6nl~ a concern for order in progressing from 

the complex to the simple, but· also an explicit recognition of 

each step made clear by lqbelling e~ch differeB~ degree of 

.knowledge. This is eyident from the third +ule which Leibhiz 
" gives: 

"When we have, pushed. analysis to the end.~·. 
and finally have come to considering a few 
na tures understood only themse.1 ves without pre
requisites and needing nothing outside themselves 
to be conceived 'then we have arrived at a per
fect knowledge of the proposed thing." Z 

<:" 

Ade'quate or perfect knowledge in Lei bnizian analysis 

appears to be very much' like intuitive knowlerlge in Cartesian 

,analysi~ and, at leasi yvith respe'ct to the object of such 

'knowledge, the parallel is evident. ~here'is, however, a 

further feature require~ by Leibniz before adequate knowledge 

can be termed intuitive. 

"4. When-the thing merits it, we must 'try 
to have. this perfect knowledge present in our 
mind all at once,and that is ,done by repeating 
the analysis several. ti~~s until it seems to us , 
tha~ we see it as a'complete whole in a singl~ 
act of the mind. And to obtain that result we J 
must observe pome graduation in the repetition." 

To simply equate adequate or perfect knowledge with 
',. .... 

intuitive knowledge would, I think, result in a confusing of . . 
Le'i bni'z' s view. Al though 'Lei bniz does term' 'ad'equate knowlec;lg~ 

, 1 '. : 
: OPt Clt. Loemker,·p. 318-319. 

2W' 79' lener, p. . 
JIbid' • 

, . 

• 1 
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grasped at' once intuitive (see e.g. "Discourse on Metaphysics", 

\ 

Sec. 24).it should not be assumed that intuition for Leibniz 
~-, 

'\ 

is exactly similar to intuition for Descartes. 
" 

In the first pla~e, Leib~i~ does not seem overly con

cerned about, possessing intuitive knowledge. It is presented 

as differing from adequate knowledge only in the'manner of its 

being known, that is, in a single,act of mind rather than 
~ i 

!,\~ny. For D'es:cartes, this manner 'of: knowing was, in fact, the 

basis for know;tedg~, but Lei bniz appear,s unconcerned with such 

considerations. However,· L-ei bniz is ,co~cerned iy,i th' the prQblems 

pos~~ by imperfections ih our ability to remember (see above p. 

" 51) and he does claim that it is necessary to repeat ~~e steps 
• 0 • 

of the analysis several tiple s in' ,order to grasp them intui ti vely. 
# 

It is obvious'though, that Leibriiz does not consider 

this procedu~e to result in true 'in~uitive~knowledge. Al

though "it seems to us" th?-t our knowledge is intuitive, onE:? 

gets the feeling that Leibniz' regards this as'an instance of 

. psyctlological self-deception bearing only a superficial resem

blaflce to actual intu'ition:, which he claims is "very "rare'" 1 

Still, Leibniz does enjoin us to attempt to simUlate an 

intuitive grasp of something when the object 'merits' it. 
, . 

. Whether this merely advises us nQt to waste our time upon 
, 
matters of only limited releyance to more basYe problems,or 

relates rather to some a'S yet undiscovered epistemological 

consideration remains to be seen. Leibniz, like Descartes, 

places a rair amount of emphasis on the improvement qf.memory 
t 

i"Disqoyrse on,Met~physicg", Sec. 24. 
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by exercil:?ing it at ~ry oppo,rtunj. ty, as, indeed constant 
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prqcti~e of the method itself is required of those who would 

become proficient in its use: This su~gests 'at least some 

grounds to suspect that the merit of tl:-e object known does not 

relate to its content ~ ~, ,s~nce any object is to some deg~ee 

wO,rthy of analys.i~, but to Fome other feature of it. 

At least a part of the solution to this difficulty is 

revealed by Leibniz's choice of, name fot" non-intuitive kno~

ledge of the same object. ,He calls it adequate or perfect 

~nd suggests1 in the fifth rule of ~iscovery that the fact 

that the analysis has been completed and that we can predict 

any occurance resulting ~rom the recombination of ~he pre-

requi$ites is sufficient. 
" Further, he suggests not only that it is often enough 

to have done the analysis, without attempting to make it in

tui tive j but that it is 'not a'lways :pece,ss.ary to complete the 

analysj,s: 

"It is very difficult to carry ,through an 
analysis of- things, but it is not ?o ~ifficult • 
to, ,complete the analysis of truths of which we 

,haVre need" Because the 'analysis of a "\:ruth is 
completed when its demonstratio s been fo'und, 
and it is not always necess to complete the 
analysis of the· subject, or pre ica in order 
to find ~he demonstratian of e p oposition. 
Most often 'the beginning "of he analysis of a 
thing suffices for the analysis or ptfect know
ledgB of th~ truth "'{-hich we know of e thing:1I2 

\ . . ". 

. lW' ener," p. 79. , 
,2ph loso hical- Works' of Leibni"z, 2nd. ed. t trans. 

notes'G.M. uncan. Tuttle, Morehouse &'I'aylor Co ... $ New 
Haven, 1908, ~. 297. (The text of this passage in Wiener 
been abridge~). ",,' , . , \ "i 
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It should be noted that Leibniz shifts ,here from di€~ 

cussing things, whose analysis is difficult, and has begun 

discussing truths, that is, true propositions. The truth of a 

proposition does not require a complet~ analysis of the thing 

Wh~Ch is the, S~bjeC~ ~f the propositio~ in order to be demon

strated. Leibniz, quite early in his career, adopted a cor-

respondence itheory of truth and seems to have adhered to, it, 
., 

throughout his'life. ijis concern with t~e discovery of truth 

and his recognition of our need 'for symbols of some sort in 

thinking resulted in his paying some attention to the relation

shIp betw'een language and the wor-ld it represents: 

II •• ,: (E) ven though charac "ters are as' suct! 
arbi trary, 'there is still in their application 
and connection something v.alid which is not 

~ arbi trary; . namely a relationship between them 
and things, and consequently, definite relations 

'among all the different characters used to'ex
press the same· things. And this rel~tionship, 
this connection is th~ foundation of truth."l 

'It is-clear then, that for Leibniz, in order to dem

onstrate the truth of a proposition, it is suffi9ient to show 
" 

tha·t the' relati'o~ship . between th~ subj ect and the predicate 

corresponds to the" relations of the things themselves. It need 

not always be req\tired of us to perform a complete a~alysis of 

a particular rela-;tion, and Leibniz indeed suggests that, at 

least with respec~jto our know~~d~: our analysis need not 
" Jr' (.. '" 

'progress too' far in, ~'~,r t~ provide us with the req1J.tsi te 

'assurance of ce'rtaintY4:'~ ',; FOr\_:~xamPle, wi th resp~ct to a pro~~ 
osi tion such as 'All b . helors are men', it is sufficient to . . . . . 

. l11Dial.ogue .. on the Connection Between Things and Words" 
ip Wlener, pp. 6-Ll, p. 10. 
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analyze our defipition of,'bachelors' into the two complex 

components 'unmarried' and 'men' in order to ascertain the 

truth of the proposition. Although the term 'men' represents 

a complex thing or group of things, it is certainly not neces-" ( 
. , 

sary to enter into a complete apalysis of it in order to ascer-
, 

tain the truth of the abo·ve pr:oposi tion. 

Having presented the essentials of his method of analy

sis, along with some suggestion that we need not always carry 

it through to its- final conclusion, Leibniz goes on to provide 

further clues ~s to how his method may best be put into use. 

He asserts that in practising this method we should ,begin with 

relatively simple objects, such as mathematical concepts! and 

advance thence to more difficult things. 
~, 

There is more in-

vQlved in this gradual increase in difficulty than a desire to 

provide for an easy initiation of the beginner into the intri-

cacies actual practic'e. 

"We must ascend in order, both bY. going from, 
easy 0 difficult things and by trying to dis
cover some progression in the qrder ,of our 
thoughts for the sake, of having nature itself as 
a guide ana guarantee." 2 

As with Descartes (see above p. 51?,'th-e importance of 
. - . 

order in method is emphasized by Lei bniz '" Furtner, what was to . ~ 

some extent implicit in Descartes' presentation is made expli-
, -

ci t, here by Leibniz: The order in our thought repre'sents I or 

corresponds to, the orde~ of nature itself. The ultimate pre-
. 

requisites of'some concept, arrived at. in our analysis of it, 

lWiener, p. 79. I 

2 l 1;>id. p. 80. 

• 
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correspond to the actual constituents 01 the object, at least 

in so far as there is an exact isomorphism of relations be-
I> 

tween them. It is, then', evident that for Le,i bniz, the power 

of reason 'enables us to grasp in some way the actual nature of 

the world, in a manner not equalled by merely sensible inves-

tigations. 

The possibility of such access to the true foundations 

of reality, and the belief~that such foundations consist of 

unanalyzable 'gi~ples which are merely combined to create ob-, 

jects of greater or lesser complexity led Leibniz to suggest 

that we make a list of such basic concepts as our analyses 

lead, us to them! and that, having acquired this list: 

" .•• we shall be ready to begin .§: priori fo 
jxplain the origin of things starting from their 

~ , source in a perfect order and from a combination 
or synthesis which i~ absolutely complete. And 
that is all our soul can do in its present state." 2 

Leibniz's art of discovery plainly consists of both 

analysis, which 1 have already discussed, and synthesis, or 
"' 

recombination of the pro~ucts of analysis. Thus, for Leibniz, 

it is possible to conduct our investigatio'ns or the foundatit>ns 

of things (even, to some extent, scientific investigations) a 
\ ~, 

priori. 

More importantly, however, is the starting point of 

these investigations, i.e.' "fro~.their source in a perfect 

order'~. It is not evident in just what sense Leibniz intends 

the term 'perfec~' in this context. Bearing in mind his claim 

l Ibid .~ 

2Ibidem. 
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that the order of analysis corresponds to a natural order, as 

presumably the recombination of primitive concepts which con

sti t';ltes synthesis, .i t might appear th~\t Leibni'z is here equat-, . 
';. 

ing the perfect order with the order of 'nature. Whether or 

not this. is merely a case of the unconscious application of 

value judgements to matters of ptirely objective scientific 
, 

investigation I will examine When I come to speak of Leibniz "s 

ep~stemology in the broader context of hi~'philosophical view 

as a whole. 

The third part of Leibniz~s method, the art of recol

lection, consists mainly of rules of thumb and t~chni'ques for 
. 

improving the memo~y" and as such, does not in general concern 

the present topic. Leibniz does recommend that we carry with 

us a written copy of " ... what is most necessary and most 

usual ... ",l indicating at least a confidence that we can cor-

rectly copy out what we cannot trust ourselves to remember. 

There is also a further clue ~o the basis of Leibniz's 

epistemology suggested when he advocates the use of aids to 

our memory not directly-pr naturally connected with that which 

we wish to recall. Such aids are o'f use: 

", .•. {w)hen there are truths or familiar 
facts in which the n~tural connection of the 
subject with its predicate is not known to 'us, 
as happens with matters of fact and truths of 
experience .•. " 2 

As we have seen, the 'natural ,connection' between 

things, reflected in the relations of s~bject and predicate, 

~Ibid. p. 81. 
2Ibidem. 

'1._- , 
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is precisely what \~ discovered by true analysis. Leibniz 

now informs us, merely in passing, .t~at ther)his a class of 

things which cannot be analyzed completely,/and further, that 

this class of things is comprised of "matters of fact and truths 

of experience".1 

Leibniz thus excludes at l~ast some part of the exper

ienced world from the sc~pe of his method of analysis. This 

sheds, some light upon his claim in the presentation of the art 

of reasoning t~at we must sometimes be ?ont~nt with probability. 

Clearly, if certain empirical matters cannot be analyzed, i~ 

would be nonsensical to insist upon not jUdging about them until 

we can attain complete certainty. 

Still, 'the de,velopment of the analytic method, enabling 
• us to cond~ct our investigations g priori, solely by the use 

of reason, must be in some way applicable to our experience. 

X~ order to make clear prectsely the grounds for and 
~ 

the nature of Le~bniz's restriction of his method, it is 

necessary to fu~ther elaborate upon Leibniz's doctrine of truth. 
~. 

As the view of truth which Leibnlz~presents is closely related 

t~ his metaphysics, it ~ill be necessary to go beyond, to some 

degree, questions solely of methodolo'gy. Although Leibn~z , 

wrote a great deal on metaphysical topics, the two most concise 

and thorough statements of his view are found in the "Discourse 

on Metap11Ysic~,,2 and th-e "Monadology") and it is chiefly'tp 

l The full impor~ of this claim will become much clearer 
in the light of Leibni~'s view of the nature of truth., 'See 
below, p. 67-72. ' . 

2' ' 1 
. Op. cit. (see p. 52, n. 1,) . 

-j' .~ 
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these two works that I shall refer. . ..... 
Although I have presented the procedure by which 

Leibniz claims that truth is to be discovered and reasoned 
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about, and suggested ,certain parallels with Cartesian method-
. " 

ology, Leibniz's own justification for his method has_not yet 
, l""' .. 

been examined. In the ItMonadology" t Le i bni z d;i.s1;ingtiishes two 

pri~ciples upon which all reasoning is based:~ 

the 

"Our reasolfing is, based upon two great prin-
ciples: the first· is tl;l.e, principle of contradic
tion, by virtue of which we ,judge ~hat,false 
which involves a contradiction and that-true 
which is· opposed or contradictory to the.(.false. ' .. ; 
and the second the principll of sufficient 
reason, by. virtue of which we observe that 
there can be found no fact that· i's true or ex
i,stent, ,or any true proposition, without there 
beingfa sufficient reason for it be~g sO,and 
1)0i; o'therwise, although we cannot know these 
reasons in most cases ..... (M. Sec. 31,32) 

As mentioned aboye (see pp. 48-49), contradiction is 

standa~d by w~i~h' Leibniz -judg,es cert~inty. ,One WOUld! 

expect the- -p~inciple 'of con,tradiction to find. employment not 

merely in matters, of 'judgem~nt, or reasoning, 'b,u"t where;Ver we 
"., , 'l 

m~ght exp'ect to encounter certainty, especially at the con-

clus-ion of a compl-ete analysis. 

·Although ilhis topic,is not raised in the "Monadology", 

Leibniz ,does speak -of it in the '~Di_scourse on Metaphysi~s" when 

. ': , discussing the nature. of definition. There are, in fact, four 

diff~~ent type,s 'of' defini.tion discussed by Leibniz, correspond

ing to the' four different type~ of knowledge 'which we have 

3(from p.' 61) "Monadology" in Loemker; p. 643-652 (All 
,further references to ,tne "Monadology" will be abbr:eviated to 
M.' ,and the pa:r:agraph number.) 

, , 
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~eadY' discussed. It is, how~ver, only with respect to the 

first sort, that is, 'nominal definition (which corresponds to 
o 

I 

clear but confused knowledge) that the exist,ence of a contra-

diction is in question. 

"I ca.ll a definition nominal when it can 
still be doubted that the defined 'concept is 
possibl~ ...• As long as we have only a nominal 
definition, we cannot be sure of the consequences 
drawn from it~ for if it concealed some contra
di~tion'or impossibiiity, we could draw conflict-
ing conclusions. "1 ' 

, 
Altho~gh Leibniz uses the principle of contradiction 

as a means of testing for certainty, it appears that between 

the c,ertaijl and the contradictory he wishes to place the 

possible, and oppose it in some way to the contradictory. 

Clearly, however, there iS'at least one s€nse of the term 
, , 

'true' which' fs consistent with possibility. Insofar as the 

variou$ qualities 9r attributes; of some object can be,related 

to each other, without contradiction, as long as the cO,ncelpt 

of the object represents a possible set of relations (e.g~ 

the bId, red ,chair) then it is a 'true' object. Similarly_ a 

contradictory object, one containing,incomp~tible qualities; 

would be 'false' (e.g. the old', 'new ·chair). Clearly, not 
, . 

every possible' state of affairs, is an actual one, and simply 

. "becciuse a' sfa:temen~ repre~ents a possible state of affairs it 

does not follow that that state has or will occur, merely that 

it is, in fact, a ppssible state. 
, 

The prindiple :of sufficient reason, does not, like 

the principle' of cont~ad~ction, gi~e a crit~rion of truth or 
" 

lOp. cit. "Discourse on'Metaphysics", Sec .. 24. 

.-
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; some gu~ae for reasoning. -Rather, it consists in the mdre 

general claim that, wherever there in fact is a truth of some 

sort, ;it is possible" at least. in principle, to discover the' . 

reason for that particular truth bei~g just as it lS, and not 

otherwise. 

,:[,he principle of sufficient r~as'on may, be taken as the 

foundation of Leibniz's Rationalism. The belief that there must 
( 

always be a reason for why things 'are just so and that these 

reasons can, at least to a grea't exten~e discovered by the' . ~, 

, ( 

use of human reason are' cert~inly central tenets of LeLbniz's 

philosophy and ones ,aQout which he is explicit. 

A better understanding of the importance of this prin-. . 
. ( 

ciple for Leibniz may be gained by contrasting his view of the 

scop,e of legitimate inquiry with· what we may take as a para-
v , ., 

digmatic' example. of the seventeenth century scientific view. 
. ' 

Sir Isaac Newton,'in the, "General Scholium" of his 

M·athematical Principles ,of Natural Philosophy,: wrote: 

" ..• (H) i t'herto I have 'not been able to 
discover the cause of those properties' of grav
ity from phenomena, and I frame -no· hYflothe.sis, 
for whatever is not dedu~ed .from the phenomena 
is to be called an hypothesis; and hypothesis, 
whether .metaphysical or. physical, whether of 
'occult qualities or mechanical have n~ place in 
experimental philos·ophy'.lll . ' 

. . 
According to Newt6n, ~hen, it is inappropriate. for 

someone engaged in experi~e~tal ~hi~osPphY (that:is, science) 
. . 

in any ~ay, to resort ·to conjectures not 'having some basls'in 

ISir Isaac Newto~,\Mathematical Principles of Natural 
Philosophy, 2 vols.~ trans~ Andrew Motte; trans. rev. Florian 
Cajori;' . liniversity of CaJ.ifornia Press: Berkeley, 1962. Vol. 
II, p. 547. \ 

\. 



the ·obse.rved phenomena. Newton thus provides a statement of 
, ,I 

one pa.~ticular way in which science is limited', a limi t%l tion 

which) by and lar~e, is respected b~ the 'majority of practis

fng scientists to this day. 

Leibniz certainly did no~ disagree,with Newton's view 
" , 

per se. There, are, however; two additional claims that Lei bniz 

presents as supplements to this view.of science. First, and 

m0s~ obviously, the limits of experimental philosophy are not 

th~ limits of ph'ilosophy i ts~li • There exists a wider realm, 

of inquiry, going beyond ,the merely empirical where carefully 

guided hypotheses or conjectures are not only permitted, but 

required. 

Secondly, experimental philosophy as a part of the 

larger whole of philosophy is n~t'an independent study, but a 

subsidiary' one. As such, it is ,not self-grounding, but requir'es 
", 

~he suppor.t of metaphysics in order to have some basis from 

which to begin. 

Though Newton could not find the causes for the nature 

" of gravity and claimed \hat tney were 'not a t9pic for scien-

tific dispute, Leibniz WfUld certainly 'claim that there is a 

reason why gravity is as it is. and that it is in principle 
, . I 

discoverable, though not, irideed, by means of scientific in-

vestigation. 

This illu'stration, I think , gives some indication of 

the power of ~eason' and its scope in Leibniz's philosophy. 
" 

Reason can examine all ,questions, even those not sui table for 

the scientist. Though there i~ no a priori g\l.arapte'e of 

\ 

\ 
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success for reason's investigations, there are also no limits 

imposed upon it save ~hose imposed by its own nature. 

In order to gage more fully of reason's power, it is 

necessary to return to our examination of Leibniz's vi.e\'{ of' . , . 

trutfl. Cor~esponding to Leibniz~s two pri~ciples of reason

ing there are two distinct sorts of truth. : 

"There are also two kinds of truths, truths 
0f reasoning and truths of fact! T~uths:of 
reasoning are necessary and their opposite is 
impossible. Truths: of fact ar.e contingent and 
their opposite is possible. When a truth ~s 
necessary, the reason for it can be found by 
analysis, resolving, it into more simple ideas. 
and tr':lths until we reach the pr;imitive . .. " (r!!. 
Sec. JJ) 

Truths of reasoning are thus, f?r"Leibniz, subject to 
, ' , 

the principle of contradiction. and as such, are necessary, 

truths' in a logical sense. Furthermore', it is truths of reason, 

which can be discovered by analysis' or c'ombined by syn~hesis 
-' 

out of previously discovered logical primitives. Indeed, for 

~d b')-iz, the Jincipl.e of contradiction is itself a primi ti ve , .. 

incapable o~roof" an.d as it, were, t~e model for all 0ther 

such primj,tives. 

As examples of truths of reasoning, Leibniz offers 

~athe,maticai definitions, axioms, and ,postUlates (M. S'ec. J4) 
11 A' 

and it is clear that all such truths must'similarly be p~rely 
, •• I 

conceptual and hence capable of being anaiyzed ~ Qri~i. 

The se'cond sort of, truth, factua'l or contihgent 
,..;:,. 

truth, is subject to the ptin~ipl? 9~ sufficient reason. It 
, ,~ 

is obvious that there must exist some fundamental, difference 

." . between these truth~ and, those of reasoning, both because they 
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.are related to different 'P~inciples' and becasue the ability to 

be analyzed or reduced to pr~mitives is peculiar to truths of 

reasoning. 
. l 

..... (A). suffi'cient reason must also be 'fourid . 
in contingent truths.Q£.truths· of fact, that is 
to, say, in the sequel'}.ce of, things dis·tri buted 
through the universe of creatures, whose analysis .. 
into particular reasons could proceed into un-' 

'limited det~il because 'of the immense variety of 
things in nature and the division of bodies into 
the infinite' .. " (M. Sec .. 36) , 

f :... 

Created. things appear no~: to be am'ertabl'e to Leibnizian 

analysis as a consequence cif their grea,t complexi;ty. Al though 
..-~~. 

contingent truthJ cannot be reduced to necessary statements; .. .. . . 
, 

it is still. require~ that there be a reason for them being as 

rthey are, ~d not otherwise. Wi thout,~again 1;>ecoming concerned 

with th~ nature of s~fficient reason, it is enough at this" 

. juncture 'to examine the precise squrce of the unanalyzability 

. 0 f contingent truths. 

"As all this detail (i.e: the detail of 
particular 'reasons) includes other earlier or 
more detailed contingent facto~s, ~ach of which 
in turn needs similar analysis to give 'it 
reason, one makes no progress\and the sufficient 
or final reason will have to be outside '~he . 
se'queri;ce or sfi,L'ies of these deta:iled contingent, 
factor$J howe.ver infinite they may be." (M ..•. Sec. 37) " 

It is ~mportant here ,to be quite clea~ apout what I 

Leibniz is saying. Alt~ough he is ~laiming that the complexity 

of contingent tr\lths is so great that we cann9t arialy'ze tl:1em, 
. , 

he is cl8:iming much more than that. Contingent truths are, in 

fact, n'ot capable of' being analyzed ,at all, if 'by analysis we . 

mean the proc~ss of discerning all of'the primitiye compone~ts 
I ' • . ~. , . 

". which make up the actual c.ontino-ent truth. The reas<::>n for this I' . - 0 

.. 

, 
... 
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'. impossibilitY,i$ found in the fact that the compleiity of these 

, I truths is infini~e or ,unlimitetl. The end of an analysis of a 

contingent trut~ cannot "reach~dt either bY,man or God, 

uecause it has no end. 

It is, I think; crucial ~hat the d~stinction which 

LEd bniz makes between necessary and contingent truths' be seen 
. , 

clearly in its relation to knowledge. Leibniz's distinction 
• • 

,. * • • 

between the 'two" sorts of truth is a a.istinctio~ between the' 

riature of the p~inciples' or truths which pl';ovide the foundation . 
• A. .. • ""'-0; , • <" '0 • 

.. 

for reasoning 'and the nature of those actually existing things 

about'which we reason. 
" I I . 

On the other hand ,. knowledge ,of the s'e" various sorts of 

'truth is a topic,far,more lia~le to be mis-interpreted. As we 

have seen, Leibniz distingui3Pes fo~r dif~~ren\ types of know-

led,ge" culminatiryg in intui,ti';~ knowledge (see above pp. st-'SS). 

In the strict Leibnizian 'sense, adequate or perfect and intui-, 

. ' t~ve knowledge is the result of a complete analysis, which 
, ""'-

results in th~ matter under examination being reduced to'a 

collect2on of first truths or expiicit identities . 

. Now preci.se,ly ,'wha.t Lei bniz lis denying ,here ,is thy.t it 

~s possible for everything to be known in the strict sense. 
• u, '\i 

This pos'es no. particular difficul,ties with .respect t~, human. 
• c 

intelleQt for'Leibn~z, for human intellect is, of course, . 
. fini:te and thus 'not capa'bl~" of' all truth. 

.• However, t,he claim' that i t ~s noti, possli ble in princ iple 
, . 

for dod to know "something a'Pp~ars as the d~nial of d'i vine 

omniscience. 'rhi's apparent diffidul ~y c~n,' 'r think, be removed 
\ ' 

\ 
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by recognizing t}1at it depends. upon an equlvo~ation on the 

. meaning of the term, 'knowledge' between the strict Lei bnizian 

meaning and i~s ordinar~ or 'vulgar' meaning. 
. , 
In the strict Leibnizian sense, to'claim that God does • . r.· 

not k;no~ some' continge~t tr~th" that "the predicate inheres in 

the subject", no more implies a denial of GO~'s omniscience 
. . 

th~n ,the assertion that- God cannot create an object so heavy . 

th~t H~ cannot 'lift it fr.mPli1es that God is not' om~iPoient. It 
I 

is the nature of the an~lysis of contingent truths that "there 
I . ' 

i~ no e.nd". It' can hardly be a fault of .God r s nature that He 
~ . 

does noi attain the end· of such an analysis~ 
" , 

Although Leibniz was not always careful.to observe this: 

'feature of contingent truths, he dqes ,appear t'o have exercised 

some 'care in his discussion of" it in ,the paper "On Freedom',- . 

" , 

"(T)here is no truth of fact or of individ
ual things which does not depend upon an infin~te 
series of reasons, though God alone can see 
everything that is in t~is se~ies. This is the ( 
'c'ause',' too, why only God knows the contingent 
truths a priori and, sees thei,r infall'i bili ty 
otherwise than by.experience. 

"A careful consideration at these matters 
.r~vealed a very essential diffArence ~etween 
necessary and contingent truths. Every truth 
is either origihal or de~ivative. Original ' 
truths are those for which no reason can be 
given; such are iden~lties or immediat~ truths, 
whic'h 'affinn the same thing of itself, or deny 
its. contrary of its co~trary. ,There, are in turn 

. two genera of. deri vati ve truths" for some can be 
reduced to primary truths; th~ others can be 
reduced. in an j,nfi:nite progression. The, former 
are ne.ce~s~ry: t~e latt~r, contingent. A 
necessary proposit~o~ is one whose cbntrary' 
implies a contradiction; . sucn are all identities 
and all derivati.ve truths reducible to identfties."l 

1 . 
J;bid ~ p. 264'. 

1· •. 
(" 

, , 

" 

r 
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The contention that God 'knows' ~ priori contingent 

truth must, I ·thirlk, be interpre-ted in :the 0ldinary , rath-e,ft,. 

than the 'stl;ict Lei b;';i z ian', s:ense 'of the word. Immediately ""'- ... " .. ~ 

after making ,t~'··cl.~im that God has' such knowledge, Leibniz 

proceeds t~ claim thit' it eareful consideration" shows 

It~ery es~e~tial :difference lt bltween the two' sorts ,of 

which ihe claims exist.,' , 

us a 

truth 

Th~~ry esse~tial difference" is ~vident in th0se 

tr~ths which are not: reduwle to i~entities. It is. quite 

clear that these are the truths which canno~ be reduced to 

,identi ties, but' to an infini te prog~ssion,; that is t a pro-. ' 

"-
gression that has n£ en~. For Leibniz, then, it is obvious 

that Goq cannot reduce such truth~ to primary or first truths 

and so caDl?-0it, strictly speaking, be said to 'k~ow'\ ,th~m. 

SucH 'kno~ledget. is, however, iOgically self-contradictory and· 

so,' in .th~t sens~, not knowledge at. all(or, to put it ,another 

way ,. it is not poss,ib~e knowledge) . 
. ' 

At the same time, to sp~ak in terms of an ordinary 

unde:r~.tanding of "kn<?~ledge", God' ~ know cpntingent tr~ths. 
. . 

It 1s ,thl.s knowledge :that Le:ibn~z indicat~s by cl'aiming th8:t 

God ~ tr~th with respect, to con~ingent matters, ~hat He sees 

" infalli bly',t or dert~inlY the tr~th,s of .. exp'erlen~·e. 1 

The 'basis for God's unfailing certainty wit~ respect 
.. "I" 

to matters of fact, 9r llJatters . concerning existing. ob'jects -. " 

relates to .. wh8:t ~s, ~. think, the 'key principle of' Lei bniz' 9 

lCompar; ~., Sec. 8, where God ~ the concept of 
~lexa,nder: 

i· 

, , 
\ 

.... 

./ 
I , 

I 
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n;l,etaphysics, that which demands a sufficient reason {or ~very-

thing,'being ju~t as it is and not otherwise (~ee above pp. 62-

6)) • , ' .. 
: 

God can be certain of contingent matters not simply 

b"ecause of" 'His __ 6mnipotence " 'but also because all of the predi

cates ascribabie to any co~tingent ~hing can Qe seen by God 

even ~efore. its creat;ion by a mere ,a priori consideration of 

that concept. For Leibniz then, God is both omniscient and 

also, s'trictly spe'akihg , infallibly certain abo~t things' which 
, . , 

He does not and, from a logical point of view, cannot know. 

Tha t this' interpre,tation provides the key to Lei bniz' s 

understanding of the nature of,f~eedom will be ~~~.~~ 
, '. -'. \ \ \.... ',- '. 

below, . in tl:le broader context of his view of' met~'p-~ys'ics. The 
• .! 

which e\silY coul~': 
of a more stra~kht-

p~rado~ical appeaf~~e o~ this view ~s Qne 

and in fact has}. ~edt cornmen ators in search 

f or~~inter-p.re~j~i'on. 
\ 

This account of vie~ of the naturelbf con-' .. 
I " 

tingent truths is importance for an understandiug of 

Leibniz's view of freedom,. and it,is, -to, some. extent at leas~,· 

a matter of ,controversy. By way of providing support for ,the 
, . 

interpretation which I give, it should be rioted that Leibniz 

expre's.sed a view in complete agreement with that found in :the 

"Monadology" (~ee' above p. 67). 

• • tt In cpntinge;nt tr~~hs t however ,,' though the 
ppedicate.inheres in th:e subjeet, we can never 
demonstrate this, nor can the proposition ever 
be reduced to an equation or ,an identity, Qut 
the analysis proce~ds t~ infinity, orily God being 
~ole to see, not the end of the analysis, indeed, 
since there is no end, b~t the nexus of terms or . ' . 

, ' 

, 

, , 

, , 

'. 
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the inclusion of the predicate, since he sees 
everything which is in the seri~s."l' 

While t~e'above quotation lends explicit support to 
, . 

the view ot contingent truths which I ,have adduce4 to Leibniz, 

he did not always express himself in so unequivocal a way on 

this topic. 

In the paper entitled "First Truths", for ',example, 
, . 

after first citing-examples of truths of id~ntity, which are 

,governed by the principl~ of contradiction (e.g. A~A), Leibniz . 
. writes: 

"All other truths are reduced to first truths 
with the aid of def~itions or by the analysis of 
concepts; in this consists proof a'pri~ri, which 
is independent of ex~erience. 112 

The difficulty which arises with respect to the above - . ' 

quotatio is quite simply that it is apparently inconsistent. 

to clai that there -is a specific class of thing~ (that is, 

conting nt things) which cannot be comple~ely anal~zed and at 
, ' 

~he same, time maintain that all 'truths, can, in fact, be reduced 

to explicit'identities. 

This is obviously a key issue, upon the resolution of 

which a corresp~nd~ng commitm~nt to an interp~etation of 

Lei bniz I s view of freeflom (ana. indeed of hi s ph~los?p,hy as a 
. . 

whole) is entailed. As such, 'it is, I thiDk, clea~ly necessary 

to view the difficulty within ~the.broader context of Leibniz's 

thou'ght. '. ' 

While the relati9nship between truth (or what actually 
1 .: 

",On Freedom" in LoemkeT, pp. '26)'-266-. p. 265. 
2"First 'rruths". in Loemker, pp. 267-270. p. 267 . 

( 
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is the case) and kno~ledge re,garded, as access to the truth 

amounts very nea~ly t? one ?f indentity in Leibniz's thought 

73 

(by whic~ I mean that, f~r Leibniz, everything true is knowable 

and is in fact, in some sense, known by God), ;this relation-
) 

ship is far m'bre complex than it at first appears,' 

Leibniz is committed to the view that all truth is 

analytic, that ~ll qualities truly predicable of any subject 

'are, in_ some se~ne, 'in that subject. This is a claim not 

simply about the~ure of truth, but rather an ontological 
I 

commitment with respect to the nature of what is. It is, in 

fact, 'just this claim ,which orings to light the rationalism 

which i,s at the heart of Leibniz I s view of the world. 
, , 

The importance o£ this view of the world will appear 

somewhat clearer when we examine the nature of substance in 

Lei bniz I s philosophy. Obviously; however" its import as a 

means of making the world (at'least possibly) intelligible, 

is undeniable. 
ol 

At the same time, Leibniz became increasingly aware of 

the complexity of what is. The underlying 'inte[ligibility of 

what is, is never called into question by Leibnii. The problem 
. ~ 

which arises is that of access to the concepts of actual in-

dlviduals, to analytic truths of endless complexity. 
, 

It is at this poin~ that Le,i bniz appears to lapse into 

paradox. If he in fact does, 
. 

it is a paradox "'{ital to his 
~ 

rational.ism. It is in virtue of the analytic nature of what 

that God- .. ca,n,~ its complete na~ure4 i>- priori, . w~ile at the 

same time the complexity of what is makes it logi.cally self-

is 
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contradictory to claim that God,can analyse (and hence. know, 

in the strict sense) these things which 'He sees. 

While I would maintain that only in such a way as this 

can 1eibniz both attempt to preserve, the pervasive rationalsim 
13 • /" . / 

o~ his philosophy and to avoid the errors which he saw i~ 

Spinozism, others have been ~mpted to a somewhat more literal 

interpretation of these ~exts. 

~ The most obvious way in which to resolve the issue is 

to examine the dates at which, these two papers were written. 

" If it is the case that the "First Truths" paper was written 

prior to the paper "D,n Freedom", it would at least be< possible 

to claim that the latter represents an important advance in 

the development of Leibnlz's epistemology, rernqving the con

fusion of his earlier view. Unfortunately, this alternative 
• 

is not open ,to us. In providing a brief introduction to "First 

Truths", L.E. Loemker writes: 

"The date is unknown. On the one hand, the, 
th~re are only references to the distinction 
between',truths of reason and truths "of fact and 
between necessity and contingency, a distinction 
developed in detail in ("On Freedom"). On the 
othe'r hand, the concepts -and phrases of the < 

Discourse of 1686 •.. are already prominent, and 
Couturat considered it a forestudy for that 
work. "1 

From this it seems that it will be necess~ry to refer 

11 . E. 1oemker, Introduction to II First Truths". Op. cit,:., 
p. 267. 10emker proyisionally dates· the paper between 1680-84. 
Couturat is even more definite though perhaps more speculative; 
~ ... we can conjecture with high probability that it was written 
about 1686 when Leibniz completed the principles and the essen-
tial theses of his system, .• " (Couturat, Louis j "On Lei bniz' s 
Metaphy~;;ics", trans. R. Allison Ryan in 'Lei bniz, ed. Harry G,. 
Fra~furt, Pf' 19-45, An,chor Books: fGarden City, 1972, p. 20). 

~ 

I' 

\ 
\ 
\ 
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to the "Discourse on Metaphysics" in order to determine if in 
I 

I 

fact Le.ibniz held in that work a view which is fncompatiblj 

'wi th that which he presents in the "Monadology".' 

In the '''Discourse on Metaphysics", Leibniz disti g~ishe,s 

two kinds of connecti'on between supjects and predicates. ,The 

first is that which is "absolutely necessary" whose co trary 
. 

implies a contradiction, and the second is that which' is " ... 
I 

necessary only ~ hypothesi, and by accident sa to ~p.eak" and 
I 

this connection is contingent in itself when its cpntrary im-

plies no contradiction. It (D. M. Sec. 1:3). 
~. . 

It is on the basis of this distinction that Leibniz ,. 
makes the claim that there are existent things not absolutely 

necessary (c;tnd so, free). If, however, as the "Fj,rst Truths" .' 

paper maintains, truths necessary only given some hypothesis 

in fact c~n be reduced to identities, or absolutely necessary 

truths, there would appear to be no distinction between the two ~ 

upon which Leibniz.coul~ base his claims concerning freedom. 

In the "Discourse ~n Me~hysicslt ~ Leibniz goes further 

~han'merely positing a distinction between the two sorts of 

truths, without clarifying the nature of'that dist,inction. 

. .. ... (A)ll contingent propositions have 
reasons fo~ being as ~hey are and not ~therwise 
or what amounts to the, same thing, ... they have 
g pr~ori proofs of .their truth wh~cn make them 
certain and which show that th~ re~ation between . 
subject and predicate in these propositions has 
its basis~n the natur& of both. But we must 
consider to~ that these proofs are not ,demon-
strations of necessity..... (12..:11. 'Se~. 13) . 

We hav~ already seen that an .§; I?riori pr,oof need nbt' 

involve a comple,te a~alysia (indeed,'- it rarely does) . Although 

I 

c 
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ul timatley the complete reason for 'something requires a com

plete analysis, merely to find the sufficient reason for some

thing does not entail the same thoroughness. 

Earlier in ,the same "work Leibniz s"tates that: 

" ... (W)e can say it is the nature of an 
individual sUbstance or complete being to have 
a concept so complete that it is suf£icient to 
make us understand and deduce from it all the 
predicates of the subject to which the concept 
is attributed." (D.M. Sec. 8) 

! --... 
It is the completeness of the concept of the individual, 

founded upon the principle of sufficient reason which leads 

Couturat to conclude from the fact that all the predicates of 

a subject are in some way contained in it that: " ... therefore 

•.. e,very truth can be d~monstrated a priori by the simple 

analysis of its terms." 1 

We may, I think , re~~rd the chief difficulty here as 

relating to the precise meaning of 'demonstration' for 

Leibnf'z. Regarding its use as always implying a complete dem-

ons~rationt that is, a reduction of contingent to absolutelx 

necessary t~uths, the possibility of demonstrating contingent . 
, ' 0 " 'truths seems to pr,eclude any not10n' of freedom whatsoever. 

On the other hand,.regarding 'demunstration' as pro-
• I. .... " 

I 

, ~iding a suff~cient, but incomplete reason for a contingent 
~ . . . 

i' 

.' le~~t does no~'ruli out the possibility o~ some , r--- , 
'" IJ... ~. .. j t. f' • 

. ex,isting in the Lei bniz'ian ,'sNstem. . 
\ ~" , . 

~ 'tthe same diffi.cul ty with respect to the nature of 
" 

1 ..: d ) 

Couturat, Ope ~it. 

I, 

./ 
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truth also occurs in Bertrand Russell's book on Leibniz. Here 

too, the proQlem of how Leibniz is using t0e term 'demons~ra~ion' 

is crucial. Russell cites a number of texts to support his con

clusion (not including "First Truths", which was unknown to 

him'when he was studying Leibniz), the clearest of which ~nds 

with the lines: 

"It is certain therefore, that all truths, 
even, tpe most contingent, have an a priori proof 
or some reason why they are rather than are not. 
And this is itself what people commonly say, that 
nothing nappens without a cause, or that nothing 
is without reason."l 

. 
After haying read Couturat, however, Russell was in-' 

. R;,1 
clined to adopt ,Couturat',s view regarding the relation between 

~ecessary and contingent truths· and claims that the latter 

differ from the former only with Fespect to the relative com

plex~ty of the analysis requi~ed.2 By doing so, tDe question 

of the meaning of 'demonstration' is resolved in favor of 

complete demonstration, and the more general principle of reason

ing that every true pro'posi tion can be shown to be explici t1y 

an identity (if not by us, at least by God). 

In order to eliminate confusion ~rom thi~.question as 

far as is possible, it is important to restrict our in"terpre-
• .. 

tation
r 

'of Leibniz.'s position to what can be gleaneci from the 

texts, without any prejudice concerning the ultimate conclusion 

of his ~hilosophy. 
') -, 

It is clearly not.poss;'ble to resolve the dif.fiC~llty 

'lQUbt~d iri Russell, op.· cit. p. 33. 
2Russe11,,, op. cit. >' . , 

" 
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. { . . 
here simply by choosing an interpretation'of the term 'demon-

stration' which we find 'most agreeable.' At least one factor 

in this debate which we have so far neglected is that of the 
" , 

role ,played here by Leibniz's concept of infinity. 
, ' 

The copcept 
... 

of infinity, which, in the "Monadology" is a key,. feature of the, 

distinction drawn between truths of reason and those of fact 
~ 

i.s conflpicuously absent in the "Discourse on Metaphysics" when 

a priori proofs are mentioned. 

When L~ibniz does, however, take the infinite complex

i ty of the cont~ngent into account in his writing'; the picture 

which emerges is somewhat different from when he does not. 

First,. it should be pointed out that even when Leibniz 
-

does include infinity in his consideration" of contingent prop-

o~itions, the predicate is stilL, in some way, contained ln 

the subjec't (contingent ,or not). Secondly, Leibniz does seem 

unequiv9c~1 on the claim that.~ form of a priori demonstra

tion can be provided even for trutrrs of fact. 
" The crucial difference here 'is," however, in the nature 

of the demo!lstr~tion provided. "It does not cp~sist ln a com-

plete analysis .pf· the contingent truth, as it does when 

truths of reason are concerned. Indeed, Leibniz claims that 

the sufficient reason is not to be 'found" at all in the actual: 

. ~rimitiv~s which are combined' to \form the ~ontingent u~der 

consideration. Leibniz claims that God ,~s that the p~edicate . 
is in the: .,'sub.ject, no"t tha~ He knows it by analysis. .. Inde(td,' 

not even God is capa~le of completing t~e an~ltsi~, since itr 

has no end. 

I 

, \ 

J 

1. , 
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) Further, in the PFLssage :from the ,IIMonadology" already 

quoted (see above p. 67), Leibniz 'maintain~ that the sufficient. 

reasqn for the whole of a contingent truth or concept is not to 

be found in anY of its component primitives, but out~ide of the 
•• OL 

sequence of those primitives. In fact, Leibniz's 60rnparison 

o:f conting~nt truths t6 series is ~ mathematical one. It is 

not possible to give all of the values ,of some mathematical 

1'unctibn., ,but if we know' just what the function is, we can, 'in , . 
general, calculate its value given any parti~ular value of the' 

'. . 2 
v8;riable; e.g. ~f f(x)=x +3, then when x=27! f(x)'=6j2. We· 

'cannot give the complete sequenc~ of values possible for f(x), 

but: we, can find any particular value. 

.This, of course J places a condition upon sufficient 
" 

reasons which has not'as yet Deen ~ppa;ent. The suffici~nt 

reason for some particul~r contingent state' must not itself 

require a sufficient reason etc., or we will wind up in an 
, I 

endless~r~gre~s~ \in no perti~ent respect diff~rent from that 

which we 'wished .to avoid to begin w~th. 

This s'arne condition of needing no furtber reason 
" 

applies to' truths, of reasoning' as well, b~~ these fre, accord-

i!lg to Lei bniz, immedi,a tely or intui t~yely . obvio~s and so 

require' no proof (and' o;f course, as intui ti ve, they could not 
, 

,be proved). To'deny their truth would?e the,height, of 'irra-

tionalitY,and would leave us in the ,position in whic~ ~ris

totle claimp Cratylus was. left; that is; unable to step into 

'the same ri~er ever o~ce.l. 

l~,f; Aristotle, Metaphysics, 1010a, 9-14. 
~l 

-, 
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The self-sufficiency of the reasons for.a contingent 
I 

tr~th is not sq self-evident, but it is clear that, if a re-

'gress is to be 'avoided, some ultimate ground for contingent 

truth must exist. 

\ 

" , 

"Thus, the fin~+ reason of things must be 
in a necessary substance in which the detail of 
the changes can be.~ontained eminently, as in 
their source. It is this substance which we 
call God." (M. ~ec. 38) 

Obviously, an understanding'of thB distinction between , . 
truths of fact and those of reason is vital for an understand

ing of Leibniz' s method of investigation~ Jus:t as obviously, 

however, it is .not sufficient to merely state~the nature of 

t~is distinction, j.,f we are to grasp precisely how Leibniz 

arr~ved ,at his metaphysical view. 

Lei bniz 's notion of infiri'ity, like his notion of the 

analytic nature of truth-, . is grounded. in his metaphyslc s or, 

more precis~ly, in -his vaew of sUbstance. 'While it is-possible 

to'some extent to indicate the roles which the former concepts 
I • • 

play for ~ei bniz (and is, in fact, 1, think, highly desireable 

to provide sucb indications), it is obvious that 'their full . 

import will be appar~nt only ~he~ the notion of substan~e is 

itself examined. ' 

In my concern to clarify Leibnlz's relativelY'complex 

view of 'truth, I have 'not placed any great ernph.asis upan what 

it is in the various sorts of truth ~hat enable? Leibniz to ' 

.term them 'true' 'univocally. Most obviously, bf course, this c" . 
general characteristic .is·presented by Leibniz as a c;1.airn about . '. . 
the nature of reality.itse.lf; fhat is: 

.1 
i 



• " ... it is certain that every true pred-, 
ication has some basis in the nature of things 
..•• So the subject term must always include the 
predicate term in :such 'a way that anyone who ' 

, understands perfectly 'the' concept of the subject 
will also know that the predic'ate pertains to it." 
(D • M. Sec. 8) , 
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That this statement must be considered as revealing 

something of the natur~ of reality and not merely certain prop-
.' 

erties of true propositlons is ~vident, given Leibniz's aCcEpt-

ance of a corresponden,ce theopy of truth. It is thus to the 

nature of things that we must turn if we are to find the basis 
~ '., 

determinism. of Lei"bniz's po~ition concerning freedom and 

Indeed, what seem~ clear here is that the method of 

Leibniz is itself based on certain ,preconceptions about the 

world;.considerea not from the point of view of 'specific 

features, but, from the more ge~eral perspective that the ,world 

must ultimately 'possess' a foundation in reason.' 
, ... 

that truths of reason are self-evidentJ so too 
.< 

nature of the world. 

The principle of suff~cient reason may 

To the extent' 
\ 

will be' ~he 
, ' '\ 

ther~fore \be 

'regarded as the crux of the matter at hand. If true propo--

si tions can, at least in prin'ciple, be made .S: priori ,about , 

contingent things, as a result of their natures, and yet those 
I' \ I " 
! true propo~i tions' are not known by analysis; th'at is, by the 

I 

method of reasort, in 'what way 'can reason be vi'ewed as the basis 

of -truth, and how can such "knowledge"'qe acquired? 
l ., • 

, ' . 
The above ,presents, I think, a reasonable summary of 

Leibniz's me~h?d of investigation along with some 'suggestion 

of tR f'nl -' . ..' . a'rv not ,as great 

)-

. \ 

\ I 
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a light as it might up9n Leibniz's thought is due in part (not 

excepting, of course,' the author's ,limitations) to the inter-

connection betwe~ ~ethod' and metaphysics whivh is of especial . . ' , 
• concerm wl?-en reason plays such a central ;role in, each. 'The ~ 

final 'requireme~t which must be satisfied before we come to a ' 

consideration o.f.the problem of freedom in Leibniz is to pro

v:ide a sketch of that metaphysical view; that· is·, of the II true" 

nature of man, God and the world, and of their interrelations. 

~hat such a'summary will be, of nece~sity, ev~n more cursory 
• than that of method which has just been presented is, never-

theless, regrettable. However, enough can briefly be made . . 

clear to provide an adequate context for the discussion of 

freeddm. 

Before advancing to Leibniz's metaphysics pTop~r, there 

is a further signifi"cant influence upon hi's philosophy which 

deserves consideration. I have thus far discussed Leibniz's, 
,.4 

mEithodology as a chie':fly. rational consideration of his phil-

osophy.', Metho~"Ology ~s ,of use, rl:ot only .to di-scover new· . . , 
truths, but also to solve 'old problem.s. 

One of the chief difficultLes with the p~ilosophical 

view of ~escartes is that it reduces ever.ything in the created 

worid to a member of one of either two types.of essentially 

distinct substance: that is, thinking substance or extended 

substance, In ·the fir!:3t. pl'ace, s1:lch a stric~ di visi'on. of . 
. 

things into opposite. carnp~ poses the problem of their apparent . . 
j- , ~ 

interaction ~n a ,way 'Which' appe'8;rs predestined to be it:1so1uble. 

At-any rate, Descartes' ~roposal that thinking substance could 

, ' 

\ 
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affect, not the motion, but the direction of the moti,On of the 

animal spirits in some body, and hence' influence' that body' ~ 

dispositiQn, w~s unacceptable even ,to his contemporaries. 

. The se'cond difficulty, which I have to some degr:ee 

already dealt with, arises if one finds the Cartesian dualism 
<:::> 

unacceptable •. This difficulty is, of course,' that of how ,a~y 

error could-arise by-the use· of a method designed to content 

itself only with the ,qiscovery of indubitable'truth. 

I have alread.y presented Le~bniz' s c1!ief al teration.s 

or revisioqs of Descartes's method. 
i 

Although Leibniz was 'no 

less'sure than Descartes that the world was organized on the 
~. 

basis of reason, and that co!tsequently, truth was ac,cessible 

~o human reason, there is, in Leibniz',s t~ought, the suggestion. 

that t. though knowabLe, the w.orld is far more· comple.x .... :than it, 

appears througb Descartes' eyes . 
• 

Leibniz was dissatisfied not .. only -wit~ Descartes' 
I 

'account 0'£ the natures of' and the relatioz:ship between mind 
f 

and body; but' also with his account of mechanics"or the inter
.I 

Cl-ct.ron of body and body; _ We may thus regard' Lei.bniz 's dis-
\ . ' 

agreement with D€scarte~, not merely as concerning metaphysics 

only. b~t as dealing with facts of.scienc~ also, in particular 
. . . . - \... . 1 

with,Descartes' claims -concerning, the conservation of motion . 
• 

Lei bniz' was, willing. to accept that there is ~ distinc-, ..:I,.. 

tio'~ between mind and 'body, b'ut hot that Descarte·s had disr . -- . \ \ . 
cov.ered . i t~ true nature'. Leibniz a~reed lrather with Ni'cholas 

, ~ 

-\ 

. . . 

I 1 -
See, for example, 

physics in D,M. Sec. 17. 
Leibniz's critique of Descartes' 

.' 

.. , 

. 

I 
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Malebrariche:-
• ' , j • . 
" ... concerning the imp~'ssi bili ty of con

ceiving that a substance which has nothing but 
extension, without thought, can act upon a 
substanc~ which has nothing but thought without 
extension. " 

This is, of course" a very general criticism of Des

cartes' view, and,does not give any indication as to how one 
" 

84. 

might g~ abdut correcting it. (Leibniz does not, in condemning ,---
Descartes, c-al.l his 'View 'wrong' or even' 'impossible', t . ' ( . . 

declares that it'is impossible to conceive how it cou 
, . 

tenable position. I poipt this out as a ty~ical 
~. '. " 

, . 
Rationalist ~pproach to philosophy at. work.) 

In order to make clear the reasons for Leibniz's al~ei-, 
" r . . 

native'to Descartes' dualism, and henoe, in preparation for a 
, ..' . . --- .... , 

d~scussion of Leibniz' s concept of substGince, ~ t is nece.ssary . 
,/ 

to exam.lne Lei bniz '·s more specific criticisms of Descartes' 

posi.tion. 

<,' , Perhaps the most basic of Leibniz·t s' cri ticisms. concerns 

th~nking and extenq:ion as end-products of .Cartesi,an analysis. . " . ' 
If Descartes has conducted his analysis correctly, the~ thi~- .. 

ing and extension ought ·to be absp:}.u.tes or. s~mples, Which 

Leibniz deni~s, clai~ing that they have existence, d~ration, 
\ 

, 2 
etc. in co~on. , 

, . 
Indeed, if one wIshes to acco'unt in- some way for mind-

, , 

bddy interaction, and" h~lds )as Leirr:t~z ~i9-) .th~t things carl 

lOp. cit .. (Loemicer,' "Letters to' Nicholas' 'Mal:ebranch-e" , 
pp. '209-212). p. 209.' <). 

.,2(-.·f' ~("Pa' ,II ," p. 

.' 
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only ~fect each other insofar as they have some common' prop

erty' (and only ',wi th respect to that prope~ty), then it is 

evident a priori that ~ind and, body must h~e some relevant 
, ' 

property in common.~ If thi~is not the case, then the concepts 

of'm~nd and body cannot, in principle, provide a sol~ti~n to 

the problem of the natur~of their interaction. 

With respect to, both,mind and' body, however, interaction 

is on~y one of a~uch larger variety of experiences requiring 
, ' 

expl:anation, and' it is not at all ob\ripus t~at purel:y mental 
. , 

J 

or purely p~ysical occurances can be respectively explained , 
, , 

using th~ concepts of thought or e~tension. 

, Regarding body as 'in essence extensIon doe~ not, to 
, . 

.. 
Leibniz, see~ to give ~s a sufficientl~ adequate notion on 

which to base physics.' , . ~ 
. 

"Certainly heither motion or ~ction nor resistance or 

pass.ion can be Aleri ~e4 from 'i t." 1 
, 

Although there is nothing about body, considered as an 

extended thing which would prevent it from being moved, there 
... ~ I ~ ~ 

is also nothing whioh 'could ini~iate or cause a body to move . 

. Nor can the fact of motion be explained by xplaining each par-
'. . , 

:ticular ~otiori as a co~sequence of some prior move~ent. So' 
. . 

: long as extension ,is regarded as. the esse.nce of body, the, 

sUfficieJt ',rea?on 'for motion cannot be deduced from the con-

cep~ of body. 'Further '. it is also not possible to CiI.~couh-t f<;n: 
- . 

that is, extension provides n~ reaSon for 

of 
Notes on ~he Gener~l Part of the 

.' 
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the ~xistence, 0; moving bodies,; wh'ose movements follow regular 

patt~rns. ~he Cart~sian description, of matter thus appears as 

no~ JnlY metaphysically'problematic, but also as scientifically 

unac~ePtable, in Lei'bniz' s view, fo'r it precludes the possi-
e • 

bility of dynamics or even kinematics by denying such stUdies 
, 1 

any tasis in the nature of their object. 

Coupled with this criticism of body is Leibniz's attack 

upo~IDescartes' identification of,m~nd as consisting essentially 

of tJought., c-orr~s'PO~ding ,tq his, criticism of body' considere~ 
as eJtended substance, \is Leibniz's claim that thought cannot 
!' \ 

i tse~f explain e\V'erything in the m,ental 'realm." 

,,f I' · ...... (A) thought is an act, ~nd since one 
, (I ~. thought s4c,ceeds another', that which remains 

during this change must necessarily rather be 

I 
I 
j 

the essence of the SOUl, since it remains always 
the same,"1 

I Leibniz is here objecting to precisely th,e opposite 

of t~e' faul t wh'ich occurs, in Descartes' conception of body. 
I, , 

_ "Whi11 extension per ~ is incapable of acting, thinking is 

esse1tiallY an actiyity. In order to provide a complete 

~~nt of mental s~bstance, 'or of the fact of subjectivity, 
I, 

, it ~4,necessary to exp~ain, not only 'thinking', but also 

.-

some account of the thing that thinks. 
• , t, 

'According to Leibniz .th~n, Descartes.' analysis of mind 
. ,,,.. 

and ody fails to' provide not only the basi~ for an explanation 

of ijteraction, but also to~c~unt, fo~ ~ental and physical 
, I 

oceu 'ances as well. : Mind has become 11lere acti vi ty, wi t,h . no 

lIbid, . ' (,;'N<;>tes an the Reply of Foucher' to"the Criticism 
of ,his Criticism of 't~e 'Recherche de la. V.erite'''" pp. 154-

I .. .., J 
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actor, and body has become bare extension, which is not only 

inactive, but incapable of acting. 
" fI 

Any adequate account of the nature of the world f must, , 
for Leibniz, account both. for persistance of the subjec~ (that 

is, its identity through time) and also the fact of activ~ty, 

both in mental ~nd physical terms. Further, such an account 
.. 

must not preclude, but account for the apparent interaction 

of mind and body. 

The traditional (and then-current) manner of account

ing for the per:;i~t~nce of' -the..-subj ect (or even of\. the exist

ence of the subject) is the notion of subStance., As g_ucl')., .. on~ 

can'readilY anticipate that Leibniz's attempt to provide a 

metaphysical foundation for man and the wor~d around him wi~ 

be made in terms of the concept of substance as were those of 

both Descartes and Spinoz:a. 

Granted ,the utilization of the concept of SUbstance, it 

is not immediately obvious how the fact of ac~ivity can be in-
. 

corporated or if the Cartesian framework of two distinct, 

tho'ugh interacting substances can pe ,supported. As Le i bnlz' s 

concept of substance provides us ultimately with his meta~ 

-physical view of rna;, t~ -world and God, it is to this topic 

that I now turn. \The;(lucidat~on of these concepts within the 

'context of Leibni;z:, ',7 philoso~hy w~il complete the b~ckground 

against which hi,s view of the nature and ,role of freedom can 

be ~resented and assessed; .. 

.' 

: 



III 

METAPHYSICS AND FREEDOM 

The modifications made by Leibniz to the epistemology 

and method of inquiry of Descartes are, it seems, the result 

of two separate factors. The first is that· Leibniz had the 

9Pportunity to examine Descartes' method and hi~ .conclusions, 

to find his errors and so attempt to torrect them. At the same 

time, however, despite the defects of \artesian Rationalism, 

Leibniz's faith in the power of reason and the extent to which 

the world was rationally ordered appears to have gone. consid

erably beyo9d that of Descartes as is evident from Leibniz's 

adherence to the principle of sUfficient reason. 

As vital as these considerations of methodology are to 

a.n understanding of 1ei bniz' s philosophy, it is necessary now 
, 

to move beyond them to that philosophy itself. I suggested in 

Chapter I (see above p. 30), that Spinoza made no significant 

alteration to DescartesJs method of investigation. Nonetheless, 

Spinota's metaphysical views differ from those of Descartes' , 
• 

great deal. If, as I have suggested, the views of Descartes 

'do, in fact, arise in,a str~ightforward manner from his 

methodology, we are left in somewhat of a.dilemma concerning 

Spinoza. 

It is evident that SpinQzat~ inf~uence upon 1eibniz is 

mainly in term~ of the cont~nts'of t~eir meYaphysical v~~ws. 

It would, however" seem .t~ be entaileq by what I have 'already 
, " ' 

s.aid that, insofar as h~ does.' not agree. with Descartes', Spinoza 

either nas not reasoned in the manne~ in which he claims ~r 



/ 

there is some major flaw in his thinking . 
.. 

The significance of this difficulty relates to the fact t 

that Leibniz's primary reaction to Spinoza is one of disagree~ 

mente This disagreement is, for our purposes, largely bene-

fieial, for where Leibniz disagrees with Spinoza, he is usually 

quite careful to present us 'with his reasons for do~ng so, and 

where he presents an al ternati v·e view the same care is exercised. 

'On the other hand, it is, of course, a far more dif-

ficult task~to ascertain the extent to which Leibniz i~ correct 

in his criticism of Spinoza, for as mentioned above, it is not 

always clear just how Spinoza arrived at his views on any par

ticular matter. This being the case, I shall use Leibniz" s 

criticisms of Spinoza as a supplement to the statement of his 
. I 

own view~ in the hopes of benefitting from the clarity of ex-", pression Leibniz was careful to provide in light of the obscur-

ity he found in Spinoza. 

Leibniz's metaphysics, as indeed all Rationalist meta-'" . 
physics, is centerbd upon'the notion of sub~tance. In the case 

. , 

of Leibniz, the notion of substance is placed under restra1nts" 

not found in either pescarte's' or Spino~a"s thought, for Leibnii 

viewed both of their previous ~ttempts to present 'an adequate' ,. . 
" 

conc€pt'of substance as fa~lures. I have already mentioned 

some of the grounds for Leibniz's dissatisfaction with Descartes 

. and'it is, I thil"),k, advisable-to very priefly mention those 

which he presented against Spinoza. 
\ , 

Lei bniz a,.ppears to have been most perplexed I :not by ,the: 

actuai operation9- supposedly carried on by Spinoza' s' ~ubstance, 

( 

r 

' .. 
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but by its very nature and the natures of the other basic COffi-

pohents of Spin6za's metaphysics, i.e. modes and attributes. 

In connectiqn with S'pinoza' s definition of substance as in

dependent'in both being and conception, Leibniz counters that: 

, " ... the contrary seems rather to be true, 
that there are some things which are in them
selves though they are not conce~ved through 
tl:!Jmsel ves. And this is how men commonly co'n
ce~ve of substances."! . 

" Leibniz continues this attack on Spinoza's view of 

sUbstance by pointing out that the independ~nce of the con

ception of sUbstance is apparently contradicte'd by the role 

played by attributes according to Spinoza (see above, p.' 34 for 

Spinoza's definition 'of an attribute). It would seem that if , 

substance is to be conceived· through i~elf, it ought not to 

be conceived' through attrib~tes. If one wished to assert, in 

defense of Spinoza, that attributes are really not things 

separate from substance, then Leibniz claims that some account 

must be given of the meaning of the term 'thing' in this context. 2 

The notion of attribute in Spinoza's philosophy is one 

with which Leibniz had, in fa9t, considerable difficulty. It 

was not at all evident to Leibniz how one can speak of different 

attributes constituting or eXp'ressing the same substance. 

pp. 

" ... (I)t can be doubted whether the same 
simple essence can be expressed through many 
different attributes. The~e are in fact many 
definitipns of composxte things, but only one 
of a simple thing, and its essence can be e~-

11t0n' th~ Ethics 
196-206), p. 196. 

2Ibid . 

of Benedict de Spinoza" (in Loemker, 
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pre ssed it seems only in one way .'11 1 

Leibniz's rejection of Spinoza's view concerning how 

'attributes express or constitute the nature of substance is, I ~ 

think, based upon Leibniz's Vlew regarding the nature of 

simples. If two thing~ are inde'pendently conceivable for 

Leibniz, then they have no elements in common. If theY,are not 

independent, it is precisely to the extent that they share some 

common'element or elements. 

"I do not concede that th~,re can be two 
attributes which are conceiv~d through them
selves and yet can express the same substance. 
For whenever this happen~; these two attributes 
expressing the same t~irig in different ways can 
be further analyz,d}., 'or at least one of them." 2 

" , ~ " 

It is evident tha't, whatever degree of sympathy 

Leibniz may have hag !or Spinoza, his own views on method and 

on the fle€d to present clearly the steps of any analysis or 

synthesis of concepts made it practically impossible for him 

to grasp either Spinoza's notion of attribution or the sense 

in which substance is constituted or expressed by its attributes. 
o . 

Leibniz's difficulty here can be further clarified by 

showing how he himself viewed 'expression' in a metaphysical 

context. He maintains in the Discourse on Metaphysics that 

every individual substance expresses the entire universe, 
. 

" ... about as the same c~ty is represented differently de-

pending on the different positions from which it is regarded.". 

(D.M. Sec. 9). 

Differences in expression by various substances are 

due, not to their absolute differences from each other, but to 

1 Ibid. p. 197. 
2 Ibid . p. 198. 
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merely relative ones, as in the analogy of "the various views 

of the city, these are the resul~ of relative differences in 

position. In further clarifying this notion of expression for 
, 

Antoine Arnauld, Leibniz wrote: 

"One thing expresses another (in my term
inology) when there exists a constant and fixed 
relationship between what can pe said of one 
and of the other. This is the way that a per
spectival projection expresses its ground plan."l 

The relationship of expressing is thus, for Leibn~z, 

one in which a perfect correspondence holds between what is 
'1 

expressed and the expression its~lf. It is obvious that the 

same "constant and fixed relationship" could not be the same 
~ 

with respect to two m~tually indeps~de~t expressions. While 

it is true that something may be expressed in more than one 

way, the fact that they are not the same expression implies 

that the relationships they bear to the thing expressed cannot 

be identical. 

The difficulty which Leibniz found with Spinoza's 

concept of substance is paralleled by that which he found with 

Spinoza's concept of mode. The joining together of the demand 

for both ontological and conceptual dependence of modes did 

not appear to Leibniz as either provBn or provable. ". It lS par-

ticularly with respect to t~e conceiving of various modes in 

Spinoza's account that Leibniz could not agree. 

According to Spinoza, everything other ~han SUbstance 

(i.e. all modes) is caused by substance. This entails, for 

l G.I,V. Leibniz, in The Leibniz-Arnauld Correspondence, 
ed. and trans. H.T. Mason: Manchester University Press, 1967,' 
p. 144. 
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Spinoza, not only that God or substance is the cause of the 

existence of modes, but also of their essences (see Ethics I, . 
Prop. xxv). 

To this claim which would, it appears, rule out even 

the possibility of anything being to some degree independent 

of God, Leibniz objects t,hat, " ... even admitting that the' 

essence of things cannot be conceived without God ... it would 

not fol:tow that God is the cause of their essence."! 

In considering essences qua essences, without regard to 

whether or not they are ever actualize?, Leibniz is always 

concerned with maintaining the independence of their conception. 

While it may require God to make any particular essence actual, 

it is the truths of reason which make things possible and so 

are the source of e~sences, or at least their foundation. As 

we have already seen (see above p. 4~) I Leibniz took Descartes 

to task for attempting to claim that the laws of reason sprang 

from God's will alone. 

In attackin~ Spinoza for what is, in effect, a stance 

similar to Descartes' in this respect, Leibniz cites, in de

fence of his own view, the conception of a circle which, though 

it requires as a part of it the conception of the centre of 

the circle, could har~ly be said to be caused by that con
I 

ception1 (by causalit~ is meant here efficient causalit~ 

Leibniz, of course, regards God as the foundation of all reality. 

God is not, however, in Leibniz's philosophy, the direct source 

lOp. cit. p. 203. 
2 Ibid .. 
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of possibilities. They exist in virtue simply of the exist-

ence of the eternal verities or first truths. 

As I D,ave tried to indicate by the above illustrations, 
'. 

Leibniz's disagreement with' the fun~amental concepts of Spin

oza's metaphysics i.s largely a result of what Lei bniz regarded, 
~ 

as a failure on the part of Spinoza to make explicit the rel-

ations between thos~ constituents of his metaphysics which were 

either novel Qr amb~gUOuS. Leibniz's objections may, in large 

part, be viewed ~stemming from the demands placed upon any 
I 

philosophic or \cient~~WQrk by his demand that the foundat-

ions' of any comp~ive }attempt 'to account for the nature of 

things be presented cl~y, De.9pi te Spinoza' s attempt in the ,--
Ethics to perform such a task (which is, of course, the chief 

reason for Spinoza's use of his geometrical method of presen-

tation), Leibniz was obviously convinced that Spinoza had not 
" . 

been successful. 

There is, however, one final point of benefit which we 

can derive from Leibniz's treatment of Spinoza. That is, 

Spinoza, like Leibniz (and indeed most Western metaphysicians 

since Descartes), was called upo~ to account for the apparent 

relationship between thought and extension. He attempted to do 

so by giving thought and extension the status of attributes, 

through which substance could be conceived. As with Descartes, 

Spinoza viewed these two attributes as totally independent of 
I 
, 

each other and as conceivable through themselves alone. 

Leibniz objects 'to the claims· of both Descartes and 

Spinoza, regarding thought and extension not simply on phil-
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osophical grounds, but also as the result of his scientific 

investigations. In the first place, Leibniz objects to the 

claims that thought a~ extension are simples incapable of , 
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being !urther anqlyzed and conceivable thro~gh themselves alone. 

"Extension and thought are comple~ forms, for existence, 

duration etc. are common ~ them."! 

This represents a significant break with both Des-

cartes and Spinoza, for both of whom thought and extension 

played fundamental roles, and ~y also be regarded as an ex

ample of the care wit~ibniz strove to remove presuppo

sitions from his philosophy, and carry his analyses through to 

the bitter end. 

It is with respect to the concept of extension that 
// 

\ Lei bniz' s anal.ysi s had the most significan~ effect. Not only 

/) did Leibniz regard extension as lacking conceptual simplicity, 

he also saw it as,~~ndamentally lacking the capability of , 

serving as an explanation of the ~ature of body. 

".~:(T)here is required in extension, the 
notion of which is relative, a something which 
is extended or continued as whiteness is in 
milk, and that very thing.in a body which con
stitutes its essence; the repetition of this, 
whatever it may be, is extension." 2 

p 

So, far from constituting the essence of matter or 

body, extension seems, in the above quotation, to have been 

denied any cl,aim to. genuine existence at all. Leibniz goes 

ev~urther than this in the Dl~course on Metaphysics and 

l"Paris Notes" (in Loemker, pp. 157-164), p. 160. 

2"Critical EXposition on the General Part of the Prin
ciples of De&cartes" (Op. ~it.), p. 390. 
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claims, not merely' that extension is relative, but that it is, 

to some degree, relative to our perceptions (c.f. D.M. Sec. 12). 

In order to ascertain upon just what extension is 

founded, it is necessary to turn to Leibniz's views on the , 
basic elements of physics. This ~s not the p'lace to present a 

.~ 

long digression on the. nature and achievements of mechanics in 

the seventeenth century, nor is it necssary. It wilJ be suffi-

cient i~we examine ~eibniz's chief conclusions with respect 

to the nature of force, which plays a vital role in both his 

physics and his metaphysics. 

For Leibniz, force, which was to be the concept which 
. . r 

replaced extension as the fundamental concept of physics, was 

o-f two kinds i acti ve and p.assi ve. 

"Ac'ti ve force, which may well be called 
power, as it is bJ some, i~ of two ktnds. The 
first is ~imitive force, which is in all cor
poreal substance as such, since I believe that 
a body entirely at rest is contrary to the nature 
of things .. The second is derlvative force, which 
is exercised in various ways through a limitation 
of primitive force resulting from the conflict of 
bodies with each other. Primitive force, which 
is nothing but the final entelechy, corresponds 
to the ~.soul or substantial form, but for this 
very reason it relates only~general causes 
Which cannot suffice to explain phenomena."l 

Of the two sorts of active force~ primitive and de

rivative, the former is, for Leirni~, a metaphysical force of 
I 

no use in the). scientific explanati6n of particular phenomena . 
. !I -0 

It is, however, the source of derivative force which is pre-

cisely that fo+ce whic~ is active in particular.bodies and 

hence forms part of-the subject matter·of physics. 

, l"Specimen Dynamicurn" (in Loemker, pp. 4)5-450), p. 4)6. 
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This distinction presents us with a furth~r glimpse of 

an important distinction in Leibniz between scientific and 

metaphysical explanation, touched upon earlier when I, contrasted 

the view of.Leibniz with that of Newton regarding the extent to 
" 

which we .might meaningfully go in seeking explanations.' Prim-

itive active force, though it is the source of the forces 

measured by physics', cannot be used to explain any of the latte~ 

in particular, but only to sta~d as an account of thei~ source 

at a more fundamental, non-physical level. 

It should'also be noted, as a further basic feature of 

Leibniz "s metaphysics, the claim that no body can ,\:>e entirely 

at rest or inactive. The assertion that such a state (i.e. 

total rest) is unnatural reflects the -extent to' which dynamical 

considerations permeate the metaphysics of Leibniz. The just

ification which Leibniz provides for this general claim of .. 
physics will be made explicit below when I deal 'with Leibniz's 

account of action and papsion in spirits or self-conscious 

beings. 
,', 

Corresponding to the two-fold division of active force 
iJP . 

. in Leibniz's dynamics is the division made between the varieties ~ 

of passive force. 

"Pp.ssive force is likewise of two kinds-
primitive and derivative. The primitive force· 
of suffering o~ of resisting constitutes the 
very thing which the Schola~ti~s call materia 
prima, if rightly interpreted. It brings it 
about, namely that one body is not penetrated 
by another but opposes an obstacle to it and 
is at the same ti~e posse~sed of a kind of 
l'aziness, so to speak, 'or a repugnance to motion 
.... Hence derivative force of suffering there
after shows itself in various ways in secondary 



matter."l )., 
{ ',J 

It is in terms of these notions of Vc. rious so'rts of 
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forces that Leibniz attempts to provide expla tions for'pro-

cesses which may in one sense physical 

rather,than spiritual, and to Descartes' 

mechanics concerning, e.g. the conservation of mo ion (see D.M. 

Sec. 17). Primary forces, both active and passJve are meta-
. . 

physical concepts as s:uch, which, though the,Y cann t directly 

be employed in solving problems of physics, are the necessary 

pre-conditions for the particular solutions which Le~niz pro-
" vides. ' 

Thus, we can see how it is that metaphysical concepts 

'arise out of physical investigations for Leibniz, providing an 
, R 

.additional source for his thought as we~l as considerations of 

epistemology and logic. 

It is obvious from Leibniz's remarks concerning force, 

which I have quoted h,ere, that his acco,unt of '-the nature of 

substance will be different from both Descartes' and Spinoza's. 

The notion of extension has practically vanished from the realm 
( 

of metaphys~cs, to be replaced by the far more elaborate theory,' ~ 

of forces which will, hopefully, be capable of making good the 

failures of extension as an explanatory concept. 

Leibniz's account of the nature of substance and the 

rol~ it plays in his me~aphysics resembles that of Descartes' 

rather than Spinoza's, to the extent that there exists ~ore 

than one sUbstance (thou5h not more than one totally independent 

lIbido p. 437. 
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su?stance v i.e. God). While it is tr~e that both Descartes and 

Leibniz were concerned with, at the very least, accomodating~ 

Christianity in their philosophical writings, it wquld, I 
, I 

think, be illegitimate to suggest t]lat the views of either 

could be shown logically to lead to Spinozism if they had not 

shown the concern for con~ention which they did. 

In particular, Leibniz, whatever his concern with de-

fending the claims of faith, employed a far~ore typically meta-

physical argument to show the error of Splnoza's sUbstantial 

monism. Holding as he did to the principle of sufficient reason, 

Lei bniz 'saw that, if we claim there is but one sUbstance of 

which each of us is a mode: 

It ••• we fall .into the opinion of Spinoza or 
some similar authors who hold that there is only 
one substa~ce, God, who thinks, believes, and 
wills an entirely contrary thing in someone else, 
an opinion which Mr. Bayle has well held up to 
ridicule ... "1 

Since a sufficient re~son for thinking'some particular 

thought is also sufficient for not thinking any other though~, 

such a situation as that alleged to follow from Spinoza'~ view 

would not only be ridiculous, but contradictory. 

It seems then, that, in Leibniz's view, the existence 

of any contraries whatsoever would be a prima facie argument 

for the existence of a plurality of substances. Although 

Leibniz's metaphysics contains a great many subtleties (as one 

would expect of any metaphysics), it is not necessary to elab

orate upon all of them, in light of our limited purpose here. 

l"Reflections on the Doctrine of a Single Universal 
Spirit" (in Loemker, pp. 554-560), p. 559. 
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This being the case, my account of the nature of individual 
" 

I 

substances or Irrl~nadSI wLll, in general, 

those mo~ads.whi~h Leibniz calls soirits 

confine itself to 

(see,M. Sec. 29), 
I 

which correspond ~o ~~lf-conscious thinking individuals or 

what we might ordinarily describe as humancconsciou~ness (al-

though Leibniz would include as well, e.g. angels). 

There are other sorts of monads corresponding to the 
~; 

metaphysical reality behind all other animals, vegetables, and . 
minerals in Leibniz'~ system. The general difierence between 

spirits and other monads ~s described by Leib~iz as-having to 
• 

do wi,th the, clari ty of' their perception (of which I shall have 

more to say shortly). The most significant specific difference 

between spirits and other monads in Leibniz's ~~taphysics i~ 

that spirits alone p~ssess·reason, or a knowledge of the 

eternal truths.· 

With respect to the nature of substance itself, Leibni~ 

begins the .. r.to~adology" by giving this defini tion: 

"The monad which we are to discuss here is nothing but 

a simRle substance which enters into compounds. Simple means , . \ 

without parts." (M. Sec. 1). , 
From a Rationalist standpoint, it is obvious that Leibniz 

is reasserting he re one of the key concepts 0 f his me thodo 1 ogy :. 

that ~&, that the fundamental constituents of what is must ~ ~ - " " "- " 

simple, 'incapable of further.analysis. It is, of course, just 

this simplicity which ,he found wanting in the works of Descartes • 
and' Spinoza.' 

\ 
It should be evident.also, given what has already bee~ 
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said cpncerning the concept of extension, that it has lost its 

claim to provjde the essence of any individual substance. This 

is, of course" due both to Leibniz's physical investi~~ation3 

and to,the concept of extension having failed to withstand 

Leibnizian analysis . 

Leibniz cor.tinues by providing an argument to ~lhow that 

the substances just defined must exlst: 

"There must be simple sUbstances, since there 3.re com-

po~nds, for the compounded is but a collection or an aggre~3.te 

of simpfes." (M. Sec. '2). 

By calling compounds "aggregates". Leibniz indicates 

that they lack the intrinsic uni"ty'which is a feature of sub-

stances. It is not, however, evident just what else Leibniz 

intends by the term'aggregate'. He next indicates that parts 

(Le. simples) are necessary if 'extension • .figure and indivis-

ibility are to exist and hence that monads are the fundamental 

constituents of nature (M. Sec. J). 

While this clarifies Leibniz's meaning to some extent, 

indicating that extension arises 6ut of the 'repeti~ion' of 

simple sUbstances. it still leaves unanswered 'the questi6n of 

~ow the extended can arise fro~ the unextended. Before atteMpt

ing to provide an account of Leibniz's inswer to this question, 

I shall first indicate some of the other properties which he 

attributes to individual substances . .. 
Simple substances cannot naturally be de.stroyed (~. Sec. 

4). nor created by combining simpler enti t'ies (~.' Sec. 5). 

Monads thus can come into existence only as the result of an 
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act of creation, th::lt is, 'a divine or supernatural act -(though 

Leibniz certainly does not claim tha, they are self-cnused). 

It can be seen that Leibniz does wish to claim a much 

greater d~gree of independence for individual substances than 

for other created objects (e.g. extended objects). They· appear 

as the building blocks from which the world as we Know it 

aris€s and they cannot decay or degenerate, altho~~~ com-

rt:_ "-pounds which they enter into obviously can and ~~ .. -') 

Although these claims might appear aimed a) coun~ring 

Spinoza's denial of such 'created substa~tes', there is/another, 

at least equally vital, feature of substances w~ich i p ~~Plicit 
in Leibniz's account. Not only can substances be Vi~wed.:-~~ 
relatively independent of eaoh other in terms of their exist-

ence, but also in terms of their essences. 

"There is ... no way of explaining how a mo-" 
nad can be altered or changed internally by any 
other creature, since nothing can be transposed 
in it, and we cannot conceive in it, as we can 
in composite things among whose parts there may 
be ch~nges, that any internal motion can be ex
cited, directed, increased or diminished from 
without. Monads have no windows through which 
anything could enter or depart." (M. Sec. 7) 

This statement of Leibniz's is. at least, as radical 
• 

as any made by S~inoza. Leibniz had previously, a~ we S?W, 

dispensed with the need for accounting for mind-body inter-

action in anything like the Cartesian manner by denying that , 
there was such a thing as "extended substance". 

Now he has taken the m~ch stronger stance of denying 

any int,e rae ti on be tween c re ated substances. Al though it i 6 

possible to see how such a claim must follow from his conception I 

\ 
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of substance as simple, it is at least counter~ntuitive to 

claim that nothing external to ~s can a~fect us, and one begins 
• , 

to see why Bertrand Russell, upon first reading.the'''Monadology'' 
'\ 

judged it, .. · ... a kind of fantastic fairy tale, coherent per-

h b t h 11 b · t .. 1 aps, U W 0 Y ar 1 rary.u 
I 

We have, of course, already, examined enough of Leibniz's 

th,ought to see that his vIew of SUbstance is by no means arbi-

trary. . " if' one wishes to deny that 'there is inter-Stlll, any 

action between the indi vidual mind 'and the external world, it 

seems 'that an explanation is called for:. (I might point out 

that this position of Le1bniz's is particularly extraordinary 

given that he was not only a philosbpher, but a physicist a~ 

well. That being so, "It might rather be expected that he 

would assume efficient cau~ality in the materiai realm as fun-

damenta'l.) .::.... 

DeaR1te Leibniz's denial of interaction between created 

sUbs~ances, h~~ill wishes to maintain that they are active 

which we saw underlay 

" 

(M, S.~..c.' 10), The primacy of 

Lei bniz' s account of 'physics, oa~i: to the nat~ I \ t .~ \ 
of created substances. /' / 

; .. ,(A)ctivity and pertain distinctly to 
') 

Individual substan;e's ... " ('D.M, ,Sec. 8) ----- . 

Now substance cannot change in physical terms either 

externally by moving, for it is not extended or in space, or 

internally, ,for it has no p'arts. ,Nor, on the other hand, could 

it· change its nature ,as substance. so far 

1 . . 
Bertrand Russell, op. ci t" 

.. 

/ 
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fopnd anything in substance which could change. 

"-Yet it is necessary fbr monads to ha've 
some qualities, otherwise they would not even 
be beings. And if slmple substances did not 
differ by their qualities, there would be no 

.way of perceiving any ~hange in things ... and 
monads, 'if they were without qualities, could 
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not be distinguished from each other ... " (M. Sec. 8) 

The principle of sufficient reason obviously demands 

that if two ~ubstances are different from each other there must 

be some reason why this is so, and such a reason could not be 

found just in the fact that they ~ substances. ,Likewise, the 

nature of sUbstance qua substance does not ch~nge, so that 

-change, which does occur, must also have its source in aome 

other feature of the nature of sUbstance. It is also clear 

that Leibniz regards complete lack of Change or activity as 

unnatural and contrary to the nature of being. 

/ The principle of sufficient reason also demands that 
• I 

the change in any substance be continuous or have no gaps, for 

this would be con~rary to the nature of reason as well. 

~ '0" ••• (E)very natural change takes place by 
degrees--something changes and something remains 
i-and as a result there must be a plurality of ~ 
affections and of relations in the simple sub
stanc~, even though it has no parts." (M.' Sec. 1 J) 

"Natural", in the above quotation, is obviously meant 

to be understood as the opposite of supernatural; that is, 

it refers to only those changes which take place without the 

direct intervention of God. "Natural", however, also means 

reasonable, for the demand for a sufficient reason is also a 

part of all change in created things. 
I 

The last constituent of the monad's nature with which 
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we need be, concerned is just what the qualities of a monad are. 
~ ~ 

"The passing state which enfolds and represents a mul-

ti tude in uni ty or in the, simple substance is mere,ly wl;1at is 

'called perception." (M. Sec. 14) 

The constant change of each monad is thus to be regarded 

as a change in its perception. There is thus no need for sub

stantial change of any sort in the monad, in order for it to 

remain active. 

The sense in which Leibniz intends perception is obvious~ 

ly unique to hts metaphysical vie~. He does not mean, as we ' 

ordinarily do when speaking of sense perception, our awareness 

of being surrounded by an external world with which we are in 
" 

contact. This, of course, Leibniz has already ruled. out. 

The,source of 'our perceptions must, on Leibniz's account, 

be from within ourselvesj that is, we possess an internal prin

ciple which regulates our perceptions (M. Sec. If)., 

"The action of -the internal principle which 
brings about change or the passag~ from one per
ception to another can be called appetition. It 
is true that appetite need not always fully attain 
the whole perception to which it tends, but it 
always attains some of it and reaches new percep-
tions." (!1. Sec. 1.5) ~ 

We are, according to Leibniz, always perceiving, though 

we are not always aware (i.e. conscious of our perceptions) of 

that fact (see M. Sec. 21-2)). As already mentioned, this con

-stant activity is, jrr fact, required by Leibniz's metaphysics. 

It should be pointed out that Leibniz regards percep-

tion as always present to some extent, however confused, in all 

subst~ces. Spirits, however, are also capable of apperception 

r 

" 
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or self-cbnsciousness, a feature which is unique to them. 

Leibniz spoke of perception as a representation (see 

. above p. 105) and the question arises as to what is being rep

resented. In the first place, it is important to note that 

Leibniz has thus altered our ordinary perceptions of things 

around us to the status of representations. We can, in fact, 

have DO direct acc~ss to what is around us; indeed, we cannot 

even be sure that there is necessarily anything external to us, 

with ,the exception of God (see n.M. Sec .. 14). 
-

Regarding our perceptions as representations puts us 

in the position of being able to make some pense, of Le i bni z I S 
.;1 

'account of extension. In the first place, it becomes obvious 

in what sense extension is relative, i.e. it has no other ex-

istence than as a representation of ~, as a feature of our 

perception. Leibniz can thus provide an account of the external 

world just as phenomena, and the nature of substance is such 

, that what is external to substance cannot be directly presented 
I 

t.o it. I t must, the ref'ore, be represented in perception . 
... 

At the same time, however, it~is clear that what Leibniz 
G 

takes to be represented by our perceptions of extended ihings , 
and other phenomena is not a matter of mere subjective whim. 

As is evid'ent in our perceptions, the phenomenal world is not 

a random collection of sensations, but is strictly ordered in 

such.a way that we can seek the causes of events and study 

them in an organlzed and coherent manner; that is, scientif-

ically. 

Further, however, these compounds which are represented 

f 

" 
I 
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to us as a world of extended objects are none other than those 

aggreates of simple substances which I mentionea above. These 

are, in fact, the underlying metaphysical reality which phen-

omena r.epresent . 
. 

Now although, accor¢iing to L'ei bniz, my perc~p~tions are 

representat~ons of a strictly ordered metaphysical r~ality, 

that order cannot ,cause the order in my perceptions, nor can 

the ordering of other simple substances be the result of any 

causal connection between them., , , 
t The relationship which does eXlst between the percep-

. tions of the individual substance and the rest of the universe 

is that of expression (see 'above pp. 91-92). That is, my per-

ceptions express the 'rest of 'the universe from my unique point 

of view within it. Correspondingly, every other substance in 

the universe also expresses the universe, each one from its own . ,~ l" 
~. ," 

point of view. Furthe~~ the order which we discern in th~ 

world of experience repre~ents the order to be found at ,the 

purely metaphysical level, the level at which we, as spirits, 

have our true bein1f. To that extent then, we too are a part 

of the order of the universe which our perceptiohs express 
"'. and we too a,ct in accordance with the rules that govern it. 

The fact that this order exists both at the level of 
, 

experience ~nd at the metaphysical level which our reason leads 

us to, indicates to us not only.something about the nature of 

wha t is, 'i. e. the rational harmony of a.. ts parts ,out also, in 

Leibniz's view, about the relationship between God and the 

worl'd. 

In Chapter II, while dealing with, the question of how 
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Leibniz distinguishes between necessary or logical truths and 

truths about cre~ted things or contingent truths, I pointed 

out Leibniz's view that a s~ficient reasoh for the nature of 

" created things was not torbe found With~ them alone, but must 

be,sought outside of the~ (see above p. rBO). This demand, of 

course, exists both for what we might regarp as the internal 

nature of things and the relations which appear 'to exist between 

them. 

The search for ~he reasons for things is, I think, akin 

to Descartes' search for the. source of the~iaea of perfection, . ' .. 
which he' possessed despite his lack~of the perfection itself. 

" ... (T)he final reason'of things must be in 
a necessary substance in which ~he detail of the 
changes can be contai~ only. eminently, as in 

. their source. It is this sUbitance that ~e call 
God." (!'1. Sec. )8) 

~ ~ 

Notice should be'made ~hat ·God is introduced here as 
.j 

the reason. for things being as they are. This indicates almost 

an identification of God and sufficient reason; that is~ there 

appear to be some grounds for replying to the question of why 

things are as ~hey are and not otherwise, simply that God 

exists. Ultimately then, God is to be regarded as the reason 

, for things (though this requires qualification). 

It shoul,d also be 't:0ted ~bniz, calls God a 

necessary substance. In terms of Leibnizian epistemology, this 

amounts to claiming that the non-existence of God would be 

self-contradictory. 

Since God "is regarded as providing the rea\on fo:r things 

and needs no reason external to Himself to insure His own ex-

I 
! • 
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istence, it i~ also ,clear that there can be no sufficient 

reason for any other Deity existing (M. Sec. 39). In addition 

to this, writes Leibniz: 

"(w)e may conclude, too, that this supreme 
substance, being, unique , universal, and necessary, 
and having nothing outside of it which is inde
pendent of it, and beirtg a simple consequence of 
possible being, must be incapable ~f limits and 
must contain as much reali ty as possible." (]'1." 
Sec. 40) 

That God can be conceived of as "a simple consequence , 
of poss,i ble being"" is, of course, the grounds for the so-called 

,j>" 
Ontological Argurn~nt for God's existence. This a:;-gwnent is 

fouhd explicitly in'Descartes' writings and occurs in Spinoza's 
I " 

":thought as c'ontained in the I concepts of sUbstance and God, or 
• • \J ~ 

infinite sUbstance. 
, 

Leibniz adds to the basic statement of this argument 

(~. e. that God exists by His very nature I) by including the pro-

.. f '~'l't 1 ~lSlon 0 pOSS1~1 1 y. Despite Leibniz's ma~ attempts to 

just~fy the ways of God to man (as in, e.g. the' Theodicy), he, 

.(Leibniz) is unwilling to, admit God into existence unti~ it is 
F 

shown that God is possible. While L~ibniz, of course, argues, 

that God is not merely possible but necessary, it is an indi

cation of the e'xtent to which conce'rn with the rational justi

fication of thi1gs permeates his philosophy that he should even 

ask such a question. 

It is a~so someth\ng of a common-place, theologically 
'I 1 

: speaking, tolmention that God is without limits, "since there 

l!:?ee e. g. D .Nf. Sec. 23 for Leibniz' s re,vision of Des"
cartes" Ontological Argument. 
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exists, of CGurse, nothing which could limit Him. This is 

us~ally understood to refer ~,o the Divine attributes Of!iSdOm, 

goodness and power. Because of the relationship existing in 

Rationalist tho;ught between the existence ofl an object and the 

idea of it, such as is found in Spinoza's notion of substance, 
. ' 

anything which is conceived of witho~t limits may be regarded 

as existing without limits or of having'unlimited or infinite' 

be'ing. 

LeibnM wishes to claim that God must contain "as(much 

reality as is possible", (notibe again the inclusion of the 

rider, "possible"), from which, he claims: 

'''(i)t follows ... that God is absolutely per-' 
;fect; perfection being nothing but the quantity 
ot positive reality taken strictly, when we put 
aside the limits or bounds in the things which 
are limited." (M. Sec. 41) 

The equating of perfection with "quanti-ty of po~itive 

reali ty" might, at first glance,' appear to be nothing but the 

making, explicit of one of the often suppressed premisses of the 

Ontological.A~gument for the existe~ce of God, and, if correctly 

understood, it is indeed a part of that argument. Leibniz, 

writing elsewhere, deduces the relation of perfection to 

r~alit~ from the very existence of things. 

" ... (F)rom the very fact that I something 
exists rather than nothing, there is a certain 
urgericy (exigentia) toward existence in yossible 
things or in possibility or essence itself, a 

, pre-tension to exist, so to speak--a~d in a word, 
that essence in itself tends to exist."l 

All things or possible things, according to Leibniz, 

1.'On the Radical Origination of things" (in Loemker, 
pp. 486-491) I p. 487; 
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strive t~ exist, and to the extent that they succeed, are appar

ently wha~~eibniz calls perfect. God is the most perfect, for 

there i& no restriction upon His being. Creation, by the very 

fact that it has been. cre'ated, appears likewise fo share in 

this perfection., 

\, Leibniz's concept (or corlcepts) of perfection is rel-
, '''-" 

, a;tively complex, and,is significa:nt ,to his discussion of free
\ ... -

dom. The clearest discussions .of it occur in the Theodicy, in 

connection with the nature' of God, creation and the relatilh ' 

between the two. It is in that work too that Leibniz presents 

his most elaborate arguments concerning the-relation betw~en 
o 

freedom and determinism. 

In th~ Theodicy, Leibniz distinguishes three different 

sorts of perfection: 

",perfection includes not only the moral 
good and the Qnysical good of intelligent 
cr~atures but a~so the good which is purely 
metaphysical, and concerns also creatures de
void of reason."l 

The distinction betweeh intelligent creatu~es and 

others, in the above quotation, is equivalent to that mentioDed 

earlier between spirits and all other individual substances, 

or monads. 

The perfectifn which Leibniz equates \ith positiv~ 
reality can thus be seen to be, of the metaphysical 'variety and 

amounts tb the clai~ that ali possible things tend to exist and , . , " , ,r .. 
lG~W. Leibni~, Theodicy, trans. E.M. Huggard, edt 

Austin Farrer. Yale University Press: New Haven, 1952, Sec. 
2~9. All further references to this work will be refetred to 
in the body of the text by section number, e.g~ for (Th. Sec. 
4) read (Theodicy, Section 4). 
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that uniimited things tend t~do sQ'absolutely and so to exist 

.of neces~i ty. 

This provides us with grounds for one interpretation 

of Leibniz's 'statement; " ... God has chosen the best of all 
I .. 

possible worlds" Cfh. Sec. 168), whi'ch he terms i "my fundamental 

assumption" (ibid). That is, it appears that we may. claim God 

has created the world with the most possible reality aryd thus, 

metaphysically speaking, th,e best world. Whil~ Lei bniz does 
" 

c.laim that this world con;tains the maximu~' possible amount of 

being, to interpret his claim about it being the best in this 

sense alone would be to misrepresent him. 

" I have alr~fdy noted the fact that there is a st~ict 

correspondence between the physical world and the metaphysical 

reali ty of which it is the expression. l,t can now be ·seen that 

there is a third leve.l to be taken into account ,the moral one. 

While metaphysics may provide an explanation of the 

ultimat~ fo~ndations of what is and p~ysics explain (to some 

extent) what we take to be the material world around us, it is 

necessary to give some explanation of the nature of conscious'~ 

ness. That is, there must 'be some attempt made to elucidate 

what appears to us as the agent for whom the physical 'world 
() 

, . 
expresses the metaphysical realm. 

As noted- above (see pp. 105-106), Leibniz takes account 
.-

of this difficulty when he lYsts, flo'S separate from perception 

i tsel;f " apperception or self-consciousness. It is only at the 
I 

moral or conscious level that action is possible, that' one' can 
, . 

• 
perform good or eVil dee~s for which one can be held responsible. 

I 

I 

\ 

i 
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It is thus only at this -level that one can increase one's moral 

worth or 'decrease it so as to become worthy of the suffering 

entailed by sin. 

The term 'suffering' in- the previous sentence is, in 

fact, quite appropriate in this context. Just as there exists 
o ' 

a correspondence between ~he physical and the metaphysical,j so 
fJ \ 

too is there a correspondence between the moral and the physical. 

What exists as sin, at the moral level, becomes suffering at 

'the physica:l level and, as such, suffering can'exist only for 

self-conscious beings. 

We have now examined all of the chief elements of 

Leibniz's metaphysics and, as far as possible, the justification 

given by Leibniz for the development of it in just this way. 
~:l 

When seen in'the context of both Leibniz's predecessors and the 

epistemology which he developed, the world of windowless monads· 

is far more comprehensible than' it may first have .appeared. 

There remains nothing further to be examined at this point ex-
, l \ 

cept·the nature, and role of freedom in this metaphysical scheme. 

It should be clear by now that in order for, any action 

to occur or for anything to exist in Leibniz's universe, there 

must exist a sufficient reason for it being so and not other

w~se. And what is true here in particular is also true in 
, 

general. In order for God to create this world at all, He must 

possess the sufficient reason that'He knows that it is the best 

possible. 
. 

God's knowledge is, of .cou~se, absQ~ute and all encom-

passing'. Since nothing can enter. any created substance from \ 
.' 
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outside, every substance must contain within it, in some way, 

all of the states that it will ever experience (or if y'ou pre

fer, the actual correlates of all of the predicates that can 
" 

ever be truly asserted of it) and God too must have this know-

ledge as well, in order that He may select one set of possible~ 

from amon~ the infinity of conceivable possibles. If~e lacked' 

such knowledge it would not be possible to choose any world and, 

since He obviously has chosen, He obviously does possess the 

knowledge required. 
~ 

What is entailed by this, however, is that every action 
I 

'of every creature .and every state of affairs which has, is or 

will occur 

It must be 

this world 

very nature 

in 

emp 

of 

d, is ~lready completely determined. 

so tha·t the complete determination of 

e result of an act of God. Rather, the 

possibility and compossibility (that is, the 

:possibility of things co-existing) as consequences of the eter

nal verities or truths of reapon, which are absolutely neces

sary, entails that the conc~ or' essences of everything, both 

created and uncreated, be. complete prior to any consideration 

of them or in spite of whether or not any particular group of 

possibles is ever actualized. For Leibttlz then, contrary to 

Spinoza, it is not God, but the laws of reason which are respon

sible for the existence of es·sences as such. God is pennitted 

merely to create those essences which constitute the best 

possible collection. 

(This total metaphysical determination has a parallel in 

the t~~al causal determination in the physical realm; which 

-1 
I 
I 

I 

I 
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constitutes the ground for the possibility oT physics. 

The harmony which exists between the various levels in 

1eibniz's philosophy entails also that there be ~omplete de-

termination at the moral level as well. 

Leibniz's acceptance of the view which I have just 

summarized, leads to two related difficulties for him. The 

first we may regard afr the problem of human freedom (or of how 

it is possible for there to be anything truly moral at the hUman 

level). 1eibniz states the problem thus; 

" ... man's freedom ... appears incompatible 
with the divine nature: and nevertheless free
dom is deemed necessary, in order that man may 
be deemed guilty and open to punishm~nt." (Th. 
Sec. 1). 

The relationship between freedom and God's nature is 

not, of course, as direct as it appears in the above quotatio~. 

We are not 'determined by God, but we only have being because 

God knows, our entire nature from our completely determined 

concept. 

The second difficulty has to do with the very nature 

of God Himself. In moving away from the God of Descartes, who 

would be equally worthy of love had He created precisely the 

opposi te values which He did, it appears th'at 1ei bniz h::lS 

cr:ated a slave of reason. ~hat is, a Being both· necessary 

and necessarily perfect has been presented with a set of possible 

existents, by their natures the best possible, which is, it 

seems, a sufficient reason for actualizing them. Must He not, 

of necessity, actualize them? A God who has no choice does 

not appear to be a significant improvement' UpOl') a God for whom 
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all choices are a matter' of total indifference~ 

Leib~iz's solution to the problem of human freedom is 

simple, if somewhat perplexing. He readily admits that we are 

determined in all of our actions but that freedom, as he uses 

the term, is not the contrary of determini.sm but of necessi ty. 

" ... (T)he human soul is a kind of spiritual 
automaton, although contingent actions in general 
and free actions in particular are not on that 
account necessary with an absolute necessity ... " 
(Th. Sec. 52) 

Though it is not, in fact, possible for us to act any, 

differently than we do, it is, at the same time, not in itself 

logically self-contradictory for us ta act differently. 

Different actions on OUT part would, however, imply 

that we ourselves are different and thus part of a different 

world. Any world other than this is not. however, the best 

possible one (or else it w~ld have been created in place of 

this one) and so it is certain that God would not create it 

(although it is not absolutely necessary that He not do so, 

Leibniz would 'claim). 
"'\ 

Leibniz is, in fact, thoroughly convinced that the 

account of freedom which he gives is completely ~dequate to 

guarantee the possi bili ty of moral! ty. , . 

"(F) reedom, ... , consists in intelligence,' 
which involves a clear knowledge of t~e object 
of deliberation, in spontaneity, whereby we 
determine, and in contingency, that is, in the 
Bxclusion of logical or metaphysical necessity 
.... The free substance, is self-determining and 
that accoTding to the motive of good perceived 
by the understanrting, which inclines it without 
compelling it:, and all the conditions of free
dom are compressed in these few words." (Th.. Sec. 
288) . 
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The relation between these three factors is the key to, 
!ti 

LEd bniz' s notion of human freedom: Leibniz does not regard our 

actions as absolutely necess~y, nor are they necessary by 

reason of external constraint. That is, as ~ith the freedom of 
.' 

substance for $pinpza and ,the free<l.Qm of man and ,God for Des-
."-

cartes, Leibniz too makes the minimrJ negative demand th~t free 

creatures not be,constralned by: .an~thing external to them. 

Leibniz's created substances 'also resemble the substance of 

Spinoza in that ,it is a par~ of their very nature t~at nothing 

external can affect them in any Way, much less-put ,ponstraints 

upon their ability to act, except GOod. 
, 

The demand by Leibniz that there be a.sUfficient motiva-

tion for action,: at first glance resembles that of Descartes 
, , 

(see above pp. 26-27), but it must be remembered that, fo~ , 

Leibniz, t~e principle of sufficient reaSon contains provisions 
I 
I 

which are not,found in the philosophy of Descartes. Most impor-

tant'hjre is the fact that n9t only does a merely sufficient 

reason 'npt necessi ta,te any .par,ticular ac tion, it· cannot. 
f - , 

----Necessity fc;i,;r.;eibniz relates to the explicitly analy-tl·c, to ~ 

things whose cont~aries can be snown to be self-contradictory. 
(t' 

All specifically contingent truths are,' however, infinitely 

complex and cannot be totally analyzed, even by God. Thus, for 

Leibniz, ~lthough it may be known that 'as a.result of my nature 
• r will on some particular occasion act in such ~nd $uch a de-

terminate way, this knowledge is not capable 'of being expressed 

analytically and so my act is free. \.. 

'1Despite the faQt that the distinction ~hich Leibniz 

., 
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makes betvJe,en certainty or determination and necessity is a 

legitimate one in the context of his philosophy, it may still 

appear that Leibniz.has saved freedom in name only and that, 

in fact, his philosophy entails that our actions aris~ out of 

the same sort of absolute necepsity, ~hich he personally so,ab

horred in the philosophy of Spinoza~ Surely if God alw~ys 'sees' 
r--,r ' 

, the truth without failure (and by implication. that truth is 

there to be seen) all talk of whether or not man is free is a 

dispute about terminology and nothing m~re. 

Of course, Leibniz does wish to claim that there are no 

undetermined events; this is at the very heart of his Ration
• 

alism. Ther; can, for him, be no exceptions to the principle II 

of sufficient reason. 

If one wished to prote~t that a reason is not a cause 

. and hence cannot\compel in the same way that causes do (or 

appear to do) in the physical realm, it can only be.repeated 

that, for Leibniz, the,strongest compulsion springs .from truths 

of reason and that physical laws are mere represe~tations of 

metaphysical ones. 

The question, however, per~~sts of just how much cre-
-".~ 
" dence we may give to Leibniz's asseftions that in his system 

both God and man retain the freedom ~hich they are denied by 

others. 

and those 

Even granted the distincti~"~tween truths of reason 

of fact, the possibility of sle form of human free-

dom would seem to depend up,on the resolution of the second 

difficulty mentioned a~ove, that of whether we can attribute 

any freedom. to God as creator. 

\ ' 
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We have already seen the comp~ete subservience to 

reason in one of its two guises submitted to by all,of the en

tities in Leibniz's metaphysical scheme. It appears as well 

that the truths of reason, or the eternal veri~ies occupy a 

position of comp¥lsion with respect to God. Now althottgh 
o 

\ 
Lei bni'z represent\s the culmination of' the Rationalist, movement 

begun by Descartes, this final move of subjecting God to reason 

appears clearly excessive, especially given Leibniz's often 

expressed desire to provide a justification for faith. 1 

Leibniz's position with respect to what we may regard 

as an issue at ,the very heart of his Rationalism is, regrettably" , 

far from clear. There appears to be no q~est10n that God is 

compelled to act upon His knowledge of what is best, just as 

it is necessary for Him to h~~e that knowledge. At the same 

time, however, Leibniz clearly does'not wish to elevate reason 

above 

• 

tie head of God. 

" .•. (I)t is, in my judgement, the divine 
understanding which gives reality to the e~ernal 
verities, albeit God's will have no part therein. 
All rea~ity must be founded on something existent 
•..• without God, not only would there bel nothing 
existent; but there would be nothing pos~ible." 
(Th. Sec. 184) ''I 

We have, at this stage, ~ntered" a circle. -bhat cannot 

be broken out of. ·The grounds of necessity. and 't~ere'fore 'of 

the neGessi ty of God I s existence;, . that is, the. ete ,nal 

verities', exist as objects of God's "Understanding. If God does 

o 

lIndeed, the initial 'segment of the 
the authors preface is entitled "Preliinit:lary 

"th~ .Confonni ty of Faith with Reason" . 

J 

, . 

I 
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not exist, nothing can exist, not even reason, the possibility 

of reason or,even bare possibility. God does not, of course, 

create these truths, of reason, they simply are when He is.' 

They are dependent upon God for their reality, not in 'any causal 

sense, but simp~y as an ontological support of some Ikind. 

There seems then, in the last instance, to be no clear 

separation between the status of God and reason in terms of th~J 

necessity of their respective existences (indeed, for Leibniz 

to talk of necessity must presuppose them both). The question 

of whether or not God is compelled to act in any absolute or 

logical sense appears as one which can not be regarded as mean-

ingful for Leibniz. 

\ 

.~, 

In conclusion, it appears that Leibniz. in attempting 

to steer clear of ·the errors which he found in the works of 
• .1 

Descartes and Spinoza, and yet pursue the quest for the under-

standing of what is (along the s~e Rationalist path which those 

two followed), has go~e as far as could be hoped, bringing into 

question at the last just what the relati~n is between reason, 

as he understood it, and the worle which reason permits us to 

know. 

-·Leibniz's attempt to pe\rf'ect the'methodology of Des-
\ 

cartes, and the conclusions ~~ich' Descartes reached are, in the ---= 
.' • I " • , 

context of Leibniz' s philosophy, o,lf two-fold import.ance. Fir.st, .. 
Lei bniz I s sophistication of 'Cartesian epistemology led" as I 

" . . , . 

have argued, to his making the fundarne'ntal distinction between 
\ ,i \~ . 

truths of reason and those of '·f?-ct ,which was ,. for him, the key-
, ~.- I 

stone of his atteri)pt to prese'r";~~ an epistemological foundation 
1 j , 

/ 
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.for human freedom. 
, " I 

Secondly, his dissatisfa~tion with the Cartesian notion 
--:''." 

of substance, leading as it does to the problem of mind-body 

interaction, coupled with his investigations in physics, may 

be regarded as providing impetus for Leibniz's development of 

his own metaphysical view. 

From the revisions made to Cartesian metaphysics and 

G the i~novatio~s in physical theory, ther~ is, I think, a clear 

connection with the notion of pre-~stablished harmony. 'That i~, 

Leibniz's Rationalism demands that a complete accoun~ be given 

of the nature of things while at the same time pr~cluding any

thing like Descartes' interaction of sUbstances. The harmony 

which exists. between reality and appe~rances in Lei~niz's ~hil-
~ 

os~phy is facilitated by his conception of the nature Of truth 

as fundamentaliy analytic and~enc.e knowable a priori. 

Wi th respe~t'o Lei briiz' s assertion of the concellt of 

individual substance, the 'influence of Spinoza was also of im

portance, though ~t appears in a chiefly negative way. Sp~noza's 
, 

assertion of the'existence of only ,one sUbstance to the exclu-
'-

sion of all others and the necessity of all :things following 

from the nature of that substanc~ may be regarded as spurring 

Leibniz on to demonstrate, by the presentation of his own alter-

native system, how Spinoza must be wrong. Spinoza,rnay thus be 

regarded as ~ key infl~ence in the development of Leibniz's 

doctrine .of ~onads and his asse~tion of their freedom. 

Although Leibniz can philosophically be said to'have 
.. 

scored some success with respect to his correcting the errors 

\ 
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of-his predeccessors within the Rationalists tradition, the 

general impact of his thought with respect 'to the relationship 

between freedom and determinism is by no means cle~r. His dis

tinction between truths of fact and those of necessity, though 

valid within the context of his o~ philosophy, is not one 

which could,· I .,think, have much of a future outside of· hi s 

Rationalism or sOnie.thing very much similar' to it. 

Similarily" the attempt to formulate some strong link 

between merely logical truths and God's n~t~re appears no~ as 
" d 

a P?culiarly Rationalist endeavour. Although Lelbniz ultim-

ateiy le~s }ls_ to· the, qurstion of th"e relationship bet~een God 

and reason. on which hinjrs. I think. the possibility of free-· 

dam in his phii~s~phy, it-repres~rits the limit ,to which he-is 

capable of carrying his investigations and I find no clear 

answer to it in his writings. 

In closing, it should be pointed out that the problem 

of the existence and nature of freedom is as pressing now as . I 

it was ibLeibniz's day. In the face'oof" the great successes 

won by modern 'science since its,origins in~the sixteenth. and 

seventeenth centuries, the encroachment of causal explanation 

into the once-safeoprese~ves of 'the spirit reRresents to us a 

C?hallenge similar to that which ,L~ibniz fe'lt was present'ed to 
. 

him by the absolute necessi ty which he detected at the hear,t 

of Spino·zism. 
~ 

/ . ( 
... 

"I 
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